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SUMMARY

The decays of mass-separated (2.4, 2.2 minJ^^’^Hg and (3.4 min)

187 Au have been studied using the University Isotope Separator at Oak

Ridge (UNISOR) facility operated on-line to the Oak Ridge Isochronous

Cyclotron. Conventional methods of gamma-ray and conversion electron

spectroscopy measurements in singles, multiscaling, and coincidence modes 

187 +were used. Both high- and low-spin states in Au are fed in tne ( ,EC) 

decay of ^e7,n’9Hg isomers. The h9/2’ sl/2’ d3/2’ and d5/2

collective bands,which are systematically observed throughout the odd- 
187 187mass gold isotopes, are now extended to Au. In Au, the hgy? bandhead 

is below the h^y^ bandhead, and tne transition between the two is found 

to proceed via a hindered Ml transition due to the change in nuclear 

shape involved in the transition.

The high-spin, unique parity states in the odd-mass gold 

nuclei are readily described by a triaxial rotor model, with the ordering 

of energy levels and electronagnetically transition probabilities quanti

tatively reproduced. Moreover, it is found that the energy levels if
187the normal (positive) parity states in Au are also qualitatively 

described by this model. One of the most important results of the present 

study is the discovery of the coupling of the odd protor. in an hgyg 

particle state to the excited 0 state of the Pt core. Transitions 

with EO components are found which feed the 9/2- and 13/2- members of 

the “first" hgyg band, thus defining the 9/2- and 13/2- members of the 

"second" hgy? band and suggesting a third shape isomer (in addition



Au. The
to the couplings ) and ^g/j^^Pt (Oj) in

+ 186nature of the 0„ st, te in Pt is nnt ,mdnrs*-nr,^ a, r.«x-no+> fjt
c.

appears, from the coupling of the proton particle seen in the

present study, that an additional shape degree of freedom is needed to

explain tms state, candidates for Nilsson states couoled as holes to 

+ 13Pthe deformed prolate excited (1 state in tne ' JHg core have also been 

18 ’found. These Nilsson states wc ild suggest a fourth shape isomer in 'Au. 

187The four isomers in Au confirmed or suggested by the oresent study

have energies, spin-parity assignments, and halflives of: (1) 121 keV,

9/2-, T,/?»50 ns (the transition depopulating this isomeric level is not

observed in the coincidence data, i.e., its lifetime is lonqer than

that observable in the timing range of the present study, but it is

observed in the singles data); (2) 224 keV, 11/2-, = 48.0 + 4.8 ns;

(3) 444 keV. 9/2-, halfl ife not measured; and (4) 620 keV, 11/2- (possibly

the 11/2- [505] Nilsson state), halflife not measured.
187Only the low-spin states in Pt appear to be populated in the 

187beta decay of Au. The nature of these low-spin states is not under

stood at present. The location of the ^3/2 neutron band relative to the 

ground state is not known. Low-spin members of this band appear to be

populated in the present study since the gamna ray depopulating thell/2+ 

187bandhead is observed. One aspect of the levels of Pt not previously 

reported is a delayed transition of 251 ceV energy observed in the present 

study. Due to poor statistics, however, its lifetime is not measured in 

the present work. This study will provide a basis for future studies 

on the levels of ^®^Pt.
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rMADTED ,

INTRODUCTION

Although much progress has been made in nuclear structure study 

in the past 30 years, the actual nucleon-nucleon interaction is still 

not sufficiently understood to account for the variety of phenomena 

observed in nuclei starting with a microscopic approach. Therefore, 

approximate nuclear models have been developed to describe nuclear 

structure. The simple shell model (see, e. g., ref. 1) was the first 

model to succeed in describing a variety of properties for a broad 

range of nuclei. Those nuclei far removed from closed shells, however, 

were found to exhibit collective behavior which led Bohr and Mrttelson 2,3) 

to develop a collective model. Between these two extremes is the 

transitional region to which the two nuclei of the present study belong.
4!In this regicn, the nuclei are only weakly deformed and Coriolis effects 

• 5 Eland asjmmetnc shapes ’ ‘ have recently been found to play an important 

role.

Both vibrational and rotational collective phenomena are observed 

in nuclei. Thus both rotational and vibrational models have been 

applied to the transitional nuclei (see, e. g., refs. 4-3). In addition 

to these approaches, the full collective Hamiltonian of ref. 2 has 

been numerically solved and applied to the transitional region^). Each 

approach has had limited success, and it appears that only a model which 

accounts for both vibrations and rotations will successfully describe the
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•• < ... f • ,r ' Hi. njv provided infbrnation un the it,/? neutron 

■' t tr .c’.urt ini ludinq the v-.i-urement of the bandhead spin ‘

- * ‘ • -V* ■ ur.3 u.'C -’..c. irulivAleJ ..weia! nvwtive parity

f„ .,r.. tudy adds to the previous low-spin studies.

’ *•! .<•< d ' uq by Finger et al.1 ’ reported ten gamma

ra. ” t. 'Is-. , ; .4 ;nin and two gamma rays with T. ,o * 1.31/1
• *'• > •• i rays with 1. min half life, one has been identified

f . urps.-nt .tudy with a halflife of 2.4 min. All ten oanma rays with 
261

. , .4 i.i art seen in the present work. Berg et al. and
gj 137

vlep’.ingue et al. repor t a 103 keV isomeric transition in " Hg..

• i. •• n . This transition is observed in the present study

wit* •ne ,a e halflife, within experimental error (see Chapt. IV). The
187;r hi : state spin of Au [I.'.’1 has been measured by Ekstrom et al. ?8)

29) 187neiser et al. reported an E3 isomeric transition in Au with T./?

142 is, but no line of the reported energy (166 keV) is observed in the 
187present work. The most recent study of Hq decay is that of 

10)Bourgeois et al. who assign 70 gamma rays to the decay and place 49 

of these in an energy level scheme. Of the 70 qainna rays assigned. 45 

have conversion coefficients and probable multipolarity assignments

reported. They report a halflife of 133 sec for both the qround state 
187and the 13/2+ isomeric state in Hg and report Ty? = 50 + 8 ns for 

187 31 1the 103 keV isomeric transition in Au. Alpha decay studies ' on

Hg report two alpha branches with halflife 2.4 + 0.3 min and 1.9 ♦

0.3 min. In much earlier studies, Albouy et al. ‘ measured the halflife

187

32)



1R7 33)
of ' Hg as 3 min and Hansen et al. reported three gamma rays, whicn 

arc scui» in the present work, and mentioned tne ooservation of others, 

but did not report a decay scheme. The present study builds upon the 

results of these earlier investigations and is, for the most part, in 

agreement with them, but makes a number of major additions.

The four primary goals of this research are:

1) Search for the coupling of the hg^ proton p'.'ticle state

in to the excited 0+ state of the ’®®pt core.

1872) Search for the coupling of the odd proton in Au to the

+ 188deformed excited 0 state of the Hg core, i.e., establish 

187the existence of Nilsson states in Au.

3) Extend the systematics of the bg/2» hll/2’ sl/2' d3/2’ and

187dr/Q collective bands to Au and use these bands to test 5/2

the asymmetric rotor model of odd-A nuclei.

1874) Measure the low-spin states in Pt populated in the decay

t 187. of Au.

Chapter II develops the theoretical basis of this study.

Chapter IJI di scgs5^5 the^ey^r^nt^l facilities and procedures. 

Chapter IV presents the data analysis in tabular and graphic form. 

Chapter V presents the interpretation of the results, gives a brief 

summary, an I suggests future measurements.
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NUCLEAR MODELS

Tite study of nuclear structure is the study of a many-body 

problem in which the laws governing the interactions between the 

particles (the nuclear forces) are oat well known. Because nuclear 

forces are not understood, and since the many-body problem has no sinple 

solution, simplifying assumptions based on empirical evidence are made.

Each set of assumptions leads to a specific nuclear model. The ultimate 

goal of nuclear structure theory is to develop a unified model which 

works equally well throughout the chart of nuclides. At present, there 

are many models, each of which has a limited scope of applicability. After 

an historical introduction, this chapter presents the models which describe 

the types of nuclei studied in the present work.

Single Particle Models

The first model to predict successfully nuclear properties for a 

broad range of nuclei was the shell model developed by Mayer, Jensen,

Mattel, and Suess (see, e.g. ref. 1). This model replaces the interaction 

between the A*h nucleon and the other A-l nucleons with an average single

particle potential and includes a Strang pin*ort»it interaction. The 

model successfully predicts the Ruclear *ngic nwters**. many 'ground 

state spins atd partities, islands of isawisuk and nagnetic ippNhts 

of nuclei. It can not, houever. KdMtt W the low-lying energy levels 

and large static quadropole aments seen experinentally in many nuclei ’
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34)
□way from closed shells. Thus Nilsson ' extended the shell model to 

include permanent deformation by using an axially symnetric potential:

H ’ lm + 2 + J Z2] + C • s > d (2-1)

The parameters C, D. -A and » _ are determined empirically and ® is tlie 
-»2

nucleon mass. The • term has the effect of flattening the oscillator 

well into a more box-like shape and lowering the energies of the hiqh 

angular momentum states relative to those predicted by a simple harmonic 

oscillator potential. The oscillator constants >..A and „ are related by 

requiring nuclear volume conservation. Several ariiclesJ * * ' examine

the volume conservation conditions and give expressions relating the 

different shape parameters used in the literature.

Neglecting the spin-orbit and terms, the energy eigenvalues

are

EN = (n + l)ti WA+ (n2+’)11 (2-2)

N » nA + n2

where nz and nA are the total number of oscillator quanta along and 

perpendicular to the z-axis, respectively. The usual notation for 

labelling Nilsson states is with the "asymptotic** quantum numbers:

N“nA *n2> n2, A = < , the z-component of the orbital angular momentum, 

and e, the z-component of the spin (where z is choree to be the symmetry 

axis). None of these are good quantun numbers but as the deforma

tion jc J increases, the eigenvectors of the Nilsson Hamiltonian 

asymptotically approach |N n^. with the Inclusion of t - T in 

the Hamiltonian, the z-component of the total angular momentum.



, +J. - (2-3)

q"2j>.tur. r.urtcr ir. tl.c u.. due, the parity

<=(-()". (2-4)

Thus the complete set of quantum numbers for a Nilsson state is

.”[« n* a]. (2-5)

The Nilsson Hamiltonian, as written in Eq. 2-1, accounts only for

quadrupole deformations. In addition to quadrupole deformation,

38 39'hexadecapole deformation has been considered ' ' . Kleinheinz
38)

et al. give a very lucid description of the effects of hexadecapole 

deformation on the Nilsson levels. A deformation oarameter, or 

is then needed in addition to , or r, to define the potential. It is 

noted that Nilsson states have been shown recently to exist in the 

region of interest in the present work40,41, despite the proximity 

of this region to the Z=82 closed shell. Axially asymnetric potentials 

are discussed below.

7

Collective Models

Both the shell model and the Nilsson model are single particle 

models. A model incorporating collective nuclear motion has been 
developed by Bohr and Nottelson2,3^. The collective motion consists of 

shape oscillations of the nuclear surface about an equilibrium spherical 

shape (the vibrational model}, or of rotations of the nucleus as a 

permanently deformed rigid body (the rotational model). Belfr 

expresses the nuclear surface



Rg is the nuclear radius in its spherical equilibrium sh. <e,

'1 l ,(.) are normalized spherical harmonics, and v are coordinates 

.escribing the deforma ' .n of the nuclear surface. Expressing the 

jx>tentia! energy of deformation in terms of the coordinates i , and the 

♦inetic energy in terms of the generalized conjugate momenta, w , the 

Rohr Hamiltonian can be written

h4 v,(V^|2 + c>- hx“|2)- (2‘7)

This is just the Hamiltonian of a system of harmonic oscillators with 

frequencies

i C“4 • <2-8>

where the C^'s are analogous to classical spring constants, and the B^’s 

are analogous to classical masses.

In the vibrational limit of the collective model, the energy 

levels and parity are

E = s i»xt» <oA n = {-l)x (2-9)

where n* is he number of surface quanta of order x with energy . 

Experimentally, only x - 2, 3 have been seen at low energies. The 

ground state is then a state with no quanta present, a 0* state; the 

first excited state has one x - 2 quantum, a 2* state; and the second
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excited state has either one > = 3 quan.im, a 3* state, or two 1 = 2 

quanta, a degenerate 0+, 2+, 4* triplet of states (see Tiq. 2-1).

This vibrational limit has met with some success describing even-even 

nuclei near closed shells (see e.g., ref. 43).

!n the rotational limit of the Cohr-Mottelson model, the 

Hamiltonian for rotations built i the ground state of even-even nuclei 

is just that of a rigid rotor. The energy eigenvalues are

where is the moment of inertia and I, the angular momentum quantum 

number, can have only even inteoral values in order to symmetrize the 

wavefunctions properly.

The rotational model for even-even nuclei has been extended by 

Davydov and co-workers (see, e.g., ref. 44 and references therein) to 

include rigid axially asymmetric, or triaxial, shapes. The major 

change in the energy spectrum of a rigid triaxial rotor is the appear

ance of new states of angular momentum 2, 3, <, . . .at low energy. The 

shape of the nucleus is defined^) by the deformation parameter e (b =

0 is spherical, 8 > 0 is prolate, and 8 < 0 is oblate) and the asymnetry 

parameter y (0° < y < 30 is prolate and 30° < y < 60° is oblate). As 

the nuclear shape deviates more from axia' syiunetry, the new states 

decrease in energy. Low-lying 2^ and 3j states (where the notation 

indicates the second lowest 2+ state observed) are thus characteristic 

of a triaxial rotor.
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Residual Interactions

Both the shell and collective models fail to account for few- 

nucleon correlations. One very important correlation results from the 

residual pairing interaction, an attractive force between like 

nucleons which favors the correlations of nucleon pairs in time- 

reversed single-particle states. The pairing intereaction is readily 

treated by the occupation number or second-quantization formalism (see, 

e.g., refs. 46 and 47). The monopole pairing energy for a single j-shell 

is given by
4. 4

V - = - G Z, a. a.- a.-> a. , (2-11)pair mm’ jm jm jm jm* '

where atm (ajm) are creation (annihilation) operators for a particle

state |j m>, m denotes the time-reversed state and G is defined below.

This formalism, applied by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS) to 

48)
superconductivity was first applied to nuclei by Bohr, Nottelson,

49)and Pines The BCS theory introduces four parameters: a is the

pairing energy gap parameter (2a is related to the neutron separation

energies by 2a = Sn(A+l) - Sn(A), where A denotes an even-z, odd-N

nucleus and A+l denotes an even-even nucleus), X is the Ft- "mi energy, and 

2 2U and V are variational parameters where U and V represent the
" V V w

probability that state u is unoccupied and occupied, respectively.

The parameters are related by:

2 2
ir + r = 1,

V V

•(■In- ” (2-12)

a = G >: u V , and u v v
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E = (e. • )2 + 2

w^ere e are the sir.gle-partic'ie energy eigenvalues and G is the
v ■ ■

pairing force strength parameter. This theory leads to the concept of 

a quasioarticle: a mixture of a particle state v with amplitude U 

and a hole st?te -v with amplitude V - Far below the Fermi surface theV ■ ■

quasiparticle behaves l'ke a hole, far above it like a particle.

An -npaired nucleon in state v blocks that state from occupation by 

a nucleon pair, due to the Pauli exclusion principle, thus disrupting 

pairing correlations and modifying the single particle energies through 

this disruption.

In addition to the monopole pairing term (Eq. 2-11), there can 

50)
be higher order multipole pairing correlations . In particular,

quadrupole pairing has been explored in the transition region^) and 

52 53 54)the actinide region ’ ’ The pairing Hamiltonian that includes

monopole and quadrupole pairing can be written^ \

HP = -VoPo - 92P2P2 • <2'13>

where

D+ - + » PX = Etl a+a+
P = j.a a 2 w u v

0 v v

and are matrix elements of the quadrupole pairing operator. The 

monopole pairing gap parameter, A = , is assigned to be independent of

the states between which the paired particles scatter. With the inclusion 

of quadrupole pairing, the gap parameter becomes state dependent:



’ = •. + 6, :• q U V (2-14)
-J J i JV VV

The quadrupole pairing force is important in regions where many 

down-sloping and up-sloping Nilsson orbitals cross, e.g., 0.2, Z =

30 (see Fig. 2-2). The matrix elements representing the scattering of a 

pair between oblate (up-sloping for e > 0 ) and prolate (down-sloping for 

, > 0) orbitals is weaker than the matrix elements for scattering the 

pair between like orbitals. Therefore, in regions like r = 0.2, Z =

30, there is a relative weakening of the total pair correlation energy, 

and the potential energy surface minimum tends to move away from this 

deformation to restore the pairing energy (see, e.g., Fig. 10 of ref.

51). The quadrupole pairing correlation also manifests itself in 

pairing isomers which have enhanced two-nucleon transfer cross sections 

(see, e.g., ref. 50 and references therein) and a reduced blocking

effect for coupling to unpaired nucleons, e.g., the state in the 

55)
uranium isotopes ’.

Qdd-A Nuclei

Collective models have been extended to include odd-A nuclei 

by coupling the odd nucleon to collective states of an even-even core.

In the weak coupling limit, the odd-A spectrum consists of degenerate 

sets of levels at the core energy spacings. Each set consists of levels 

of all possible angular momenta obtained by coupling the odd nucleon angular 

momentun to the core angular momentun. Thus, an h^? nucleon coupled 

to a 2+ core state in the weak coupling limit yields degenerate 13/2,

11/2, 9/2, 7/2, and 5/2 states at the core 2+ energy.

13
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Figure 2-2. Nilsson Levels for Protons in the Z - 82 Closed Shell 
Region. Note the large number of up-sloping and down-sloping level 
crossings near e » 0.2 and Z = W.
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Coupling an odd nucleon to quadrupole vibrations f 2 in 

Eo. 2—7) can be described by the Hamiltonian

H = H + H. . ‘?-5S
v mt

where H is the core Haniltonian and the interact ion between periivie

and core is

Hint- q • Q

where q (Q) is the single-particle (ccte) quadrupole operator given by

qu = r2 (2-17)

If H-nt = 0, the weak coupling limit described above results in

degenerate sets of levels at tlie core energy spacings. H.fft removes

the degeneracy (see Fig. 2-3). The effect of H-nt on the odd-A eneigy

spectrum depends on its sign and magnitude (see Fig. 2-3). For

q • Q < 0, the level order resulting from coupling the odd particle

to the 2j state tends toward the strong coupling limit (j, j+1,
7 81 . .

j+2, ...)*'. For q - Q > 0, the level order tends toward the 
decoupled limit (j, j+2, . . . )^\

Let us consider an odd nucleon coupled to an axially symmetric 

rigid rotor in the strong coupling limit. If the odd-particle angular 

momentum j is added to the rotational ancular momentum R to give the 

total nuclear spin 1 (see Fig. 2-4),

1 = R + j, (2-18)

the rotational limit of the Bohr Hamiltonian results in the energy spectrum
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Figure 2-4. Diagrammatic Representation of the Coupling of an Odd 

Nucleon, with Angular Momentun j, to a Symmetric Rotor, with Angular 
Momentum S, to a Resultant Angular Momentum t. The odd-particle 

orbital angular momentum and spin are 1 and s', respectively, and 

their projections on the symmetry axis are A and £ , respectively.
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in.lt Ip energie Thenef <-.*e energy spectrum consists of

rotational bands built un »>ach single-parti, le .tate. The tern in 

< 2-19 involving the decoup1 i a. an .es fron t< >

effect* discussed later, iq. .-19 is valid only »♦ *• dd particle 

;ly bound to the cor*-, i.e.. it is deformation-a1 i qrw-d. In this 

. the rotational band1 built n each single-pert it le Tate e*ribi

strong coupling, and 1, - - ► I . i a good quant i nunber. The te

involving a only enters Eq. 2-lQ when K I/? bet a use all other values 

of • inntribute only snail, off-diagonal terns for a defomation- 

atinned particle.

If. r.owever, the particle does not rotate with the tore. i.e.. 

if l is rotation aligned. Coriolis effet ts are large. The (o»-iolis

tern

largest for small 

4) I.Stephens has solved the Hamiltonian:

.small ieforation , large j, and/or large I.

hp H,

(2-20)

- 2A[I j xx IyJy] ♦ A( j - 1 (2-2D

for cases where Coriolis coupling is large. Here h is the single- 
2

particle Hamiltonian and A * h /2.. The resulting energy ex{

I j is

E(I«j«-») - j ♦ A[( I-«K I-•♦!) ♦ j (j*1) - /]

for
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i'k- nuclei .tudied in the present work have certain single

parti' le tates nt high angular momentum coupled to cores with snail 

t**for ion tha £ Cnriol is effects are expected to be large. The

even-* v»*n .ore spei tra for these nuclei are shown in Fig. 2-1. From 

: i . -4 and 2-5. it an be seen that the L, /E„ ratios for pure
B e

. r.*a* - an 1 pure rotors are md 3.3, respectively. Fror Fig

. . ratios are seen to be between .4 and ?.6. Therefore.4+ 2*
*.,?!..*• * i tr* transitional nuclei lyinq between the rotational

mil .ibrati nal regions. Also evident in Tiq. 2-1. at least for the 

jl.i’ir,* core-, are low-lying 3 states, implying triusial shapes. 

Therefore, a rotational description of the nuclei studied in the 

present work should include a triaxial shape degree of fieedom.

Paar et al. ,6) have used a vibrational mode1 tc describe^93•1 "’’Au.

oleIn this model, a cluster of three proton holes is coupled to 

vibrations. The tfree proton hole cluster is used to describe normal 

acity states (positive parity for gold nuclei) and also the unique 

parity states (negative parity for gold nuclei) built on the h^^,n 

state. To describe che band, however, rather than use a four hole-

one part.cle cluster, which would complicate the calculations, they 

couple one j - 9/2 particle to the quadrupole vibrations of the 

neighboring platinum nuclei.

I

8) 57) 10)Tanaka and Sheline' , Donau and Frauendorf , and Leander

nave studied the transitional nuclei in terms of the particl
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8)coupling model. Tanaka and Sheline^ treat the core as -stable (triaxiall. 

-vibrational, axially symmetric and spherically vibrational. Their

results are in fair agreement with experiment for the transitional 

nurl°i with - = lt’7-199. In particular, they exassine tiie proton

system in “ Ac and note that the removal of one proton from the 

even-even Hg cores seems to increase the collectivity of the (-degree 

of freedom, since the inclusion of the ,-degree of freedom in the core

reproduces the experimental spectra better than a symmetric rotor 

189model. The hg^ band in Au is also better reproduced by including 

the (-degree of freedom.

57)
Donau and Frauendorf treat the core as a triaxial rotor (y =

30°) and as y-unstable but treat the odd nucleon as a quasiparticle.

They consider the coupling of an hjj^ quasiparticle to both cores and

find similar behavior for each core. They also report similar results for 

191the i-|3^2 9uas'*Part1'<:'*e ban<t in Pt anc* conclude that the Odd quasi

particle is not sensitive enough to distinguish between the two types of

cores considered. The Leander calculations^ are discussed below.

44)The first extension of the asymmetric rotor ' to odd-A nuclei 

53)in the gold region was made by Hecht and Satchler . They used the 

adiabatic approximation in which the odd nucleon is considered to be in 

a definite single-particle state, i.e., it is a single-j model. As 

pointed out in ref. 58, the nuclei to which this model is applied should 

have large asymmetry and a well defined equilibrium shape.

Recently, Vieu et al.59,60used an extended Hecht and Satchler 

model, which includes an arbitrary number of Nilsson orbitals
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simultaneously, i.e., a mixed-j model. They use it to describe the 
11qq

positive parity states and the h^^? system of states in ' Au.

Their calculated wavefunctions show significant amounts of K-mixing 

in the positive parity states, as would be expected for loss of axial 

symmetry, which they use to explain the existence of interband transitions

which are as intense as intraband transitions in these nuclei. Tnese 

137results, and their relation to the Au nucleus studied in the present

work, are discussed in Chapter V.

5 6)
Meyer ter Vehn ’ has also extended the asyirmetric rotor model

to odd-A nuclei and applied it to nuclei in the gold region. This 

53)triaxial rotor mode' differs from that of Hecht and Satchler ’ in 

that a complete ,i-leve1 is used for the single-particle configuration 

space, '/id it also differs from a similar model by Pashkevich and 

Sardaryan^') in that it treats the odd nucleon as a quasiparticle, 

thus including pairing correlations. The Meyer ter Vehn model is 

applied specifically to unique-parity, high-j states thg/2’ hll/2 

proton states and neutron states) which exist in the A = 190 region.

The model can account for the transition from decoupled particle 

bands to strongly coupled particle bands as the asymmetry parameter, y, 

varies from 0° (prolate) to 60° (oblate) throughout the triaxial region. 

Such a transition is seen to occur in the h^? bands in the odd mass 

gold isotopes ' (Fig. 2-5). The model is also successful in 

describing the spin sequence of the energy levels not only for the 

favored (j+2, j+4, j+6, . . .) decoupled levels, but also for the 

unfavored (j+1, j+3, j+5, . . .) levels. Both the favored and unfavored 

levels are populated in the beta decay experiments of the present work, 

so they provide a test for the validity of the model.
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One of the shortcomings of the Meyer ter Vehn model is an 

observed compression of the experimental energy spectrum as compared 

to the predicted spectrum. This is especially true of the high-spin 

states and is the result of assuming a rigid shape. A more realistic 

approach is taken by Toki and Faessler®^’®^) Kho use a variable moment- 

of-inertia (VMI) model. Their results are in much better agreement with

experiment for the high-spin states in the cases they consider.

64)Faessler and Toki ' have also extended the triaxial rotor model to

include mixed-j calculations. They apply this model to the mixed 

187hg^ and f5/2 Proton single-particle levels in Ir and achieve better

agreement with experiment for the low-spin (I< 9/2) states in the h^^

band than either their VMI model or the Meyer ter Vehn calculations.

"95A semi-microscopic model for the h^yj system in ' Au has also been 

developed by Hecht®®).

Leander*®) has studied the odd-mass transitional nuclei by 

coupling the odd nucleon to core states obtained from numerical 

diagonalization of the Bohr collective Hamiltonian {Eq. 2-3). He points 

out that the odd particle may have a large polarizing effect on the core 

due to the minima in the core potential being insufficient to stabilize 

the core deformation. He also points out that the core can assume 

various shapes for different states in the same odd-mass nucleus due 

to instability of the minima in the y-degree of freedom. This model 

is as successful as the Meyer ter Vehn model in describing the transition 

from prolate to oblate shapes through the triaxial region. The 

parameters in Leander's model are those associated with the potential 

energy, V(b,y), and the inertia parameter, B (see Eq. 2-7). The potential 

energy parameters have been well explored (see, e.g., refs. 66, 67, 68).
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Recently the inertial parameters (or inertial functions) have been

explored by Pomorski et al.®9\ They find rather large fluctuations

of the inertial parameters across the r - y plane. These fluctuations

in the inertial parameters are discussed further in Chapter V 

187relative to the Au nucleus.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS AND METHODS

All experimental work was performed at the University Isotope 

Separator Oak Ridge (UNISOR) facility which is operated on-line to the 

Oak Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron (3RIC) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

(ORNL) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. UNISOR is a consortium of 14 member 

institutions and was formed primarily for the investigation of nuclei 

far from stability Detailed descriptions of the UNISOR separator

and the ORIC cyclotron can be found in refs. 74, 75, respectively.

Source Production

Radioactive sources are produced at UNISOR by the continuous 

bombardment of a target in the UNISOR ion source 7**) by the ORIC heavy- 

ion beam and the continous extraction of the reaction products to the 

separator. The separated beam travels down the beam pipe and is collected 

on aluminum coated Mylar tape (Fig. 3-1). After a preset collection 

time (usually one to two halflives of the nucleus being studied), the 

collection tape is advanced to one of the detector ports for counting.

This entire system is kept at high vacuum (£l0_*> torr) and is referred 

to as the "on-line" system.

The energy of the ORIC heavy-ion beam is chosen to maximize 

production of a given mass number. However, other neighboring masses 

are also produced in the target and passed to the separator which is 

capable of focusing eight to ten masses besides the primary mass 77 \
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Figure 3-1. The Tape-Transport System on the Hain (0°) bean Line 
at UNISOR.
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Therefore, two other beam lines have been installed 30° to either side 

of the main beam line, givinq three on-line systems.

Techniques have also been developed to collect and remove still 

other masses from the separator, in order to use the cyclotron time 

nore efficiently. These other masses are collected in the focal plane 

of the separator on aluminum coated Mylar tape, removed via a tape 

vacuum seal 78) and placed manually in front of detectors for counting. 

This experimental configuration is referred to as "off-line".

Three separate experiments were run, two off-line and one 

on-line on the 0° (main) beam line. All three were "parasite" runs in 

the sense that was the primary nucleus being studied.

In the first run, y-y-t coincidence and y-singles multiscaled 

data were taken off-line for 2.4 and 2.2 min 187m,gug and 8.4 min 

187Au decays. In order to populate both the low- and high-spin 

states, the mass chain was entered at 18 sec 187T1 by the reactions 

180W(14N,7n)187Tl and 182W(14N,9n)187Tl. In the subsequent B+, EC 

decays l87Tl-,'l87Hg-<^87Au-387Pt, both high-spin and low-spin states, 

respectively, feed both high- and low-spin levels in the daughter nuclei

The target consisted of 2.47 mg/cm7 deposited on a 1.03 

mg/cm2 tantalum backing with a 1 mg/cm^ tantalum cover, and behind this 

the 1®^ was mounted directly or. a graphite felt as described in ref. 76 

This target was mounted in the modified U 'ISOR ion source 7®^ for the 

entire 187Hg decay experiment and most of the 187Au decay experiment.

For the remainder of the ^87Au decay experiments, the UNISOR "high- 

temperature" ion source was used with only the 180W-graphite felt target 

and Ta cover. These two ion sources are shown in Figs. 3-2 and 3-3.
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14 5+The N cyclotron beam energy was 162.1 MeV.

In the second run, e-y-t coincidence and electron singles multi- 

137scaled data were taken off-line for the decay of 8.4 min Au. The mass 

187chain was again entered at Tl. The high-temperature ion source was 

used with 180W as the target. The cyclotron beam energy was 159.3

MeV.

In third run, e-y-t coincidence and electron and gamma singles

multiscaled data were taken on-line from the decay of 2.4 and 2.2 min 

187Hg isomers. In order to emphasize the population of high-spin states,

l8?Hg was produced directly by the reaction |88W (^C,5n) ^Hg. The 

180 2target was W with a 2 mg/cm tantulum cover and graphite felt catcher 

12 4+mounted in the modified UNISOR ion source. The C cyclotron beam energy 

was 119.9 MeV.

Detectors

Large volume ORTEC Ge(Li) detectors were used for the gamma-ray 

measurements and KEVEX Si(Li) detectors for the conversion electron 

measurements. In the y-y-t experiments the Ge(Li) detectors used had 

efficiencies of 17% and 15%, respectively, measured relative to a 3"x3" 

Nal(Tl) detector at 1332 keV. The Ge(Li) detectors typically had 

resolution of 2.1 keV full-w’dth at half-maximum (FWHM) at 1332 keV, a

peak-to-Compton ratio of 40:1, and window-to-detector distance of 5 mm.

187 187The Ge(Li) detectors used in the Au and Hg e-y-t experiments had

efficiencies of 15% and 16%, respectively, with other characteristics

similar to those of the 17% and 15% detectors discussed above.
2

The off-line electron detector had a 200 mm surface area with a 

3 n depletion depth and FUHN of 2.4 keV for the 976 keV electron line
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?0 7in the decay of z5i. It was mounted in a vacuum chamber with a cup 

arrangement to allow a Ge(Li) detector to be positioned close to the 

source. The chamber was kept under vacuum by a cryosorption pump cooled 

in the same liquid nitrogen dewar as the detector cold finger. Access 

to the detector was provided by an airlock above the detector chcnbor 

During the course of a run, a source was placed in this airlock in a 

source holder, the airlock pumped down to a pressure of less than 3x10*3 

Torr, and the gate valve opened to allow positioning of the source in

front of the detectors.

The airlock was originally pumped by a cryosorption pump, but this 

method was improved by connecting the airlock to the turbomolecular pump 

in the main beam line via a flexible metal tube. The cryosorption pump 

is used first to attain a vacuum of less than 10 1 Torr, so that the 

turbomolecular pump can be opened to the airlock with no appreciable 

pressure rise in the beam line. This was found to decrease the airlock 

pumpdown time by one to two minutes.

The on-line electron detector also was a KEVEX detector with
2

200 mm surface area and 3 mm depletion depth. It gave better resolution 

(FWHM of 2.1 keV at 976 keV) than the off-line detector. The on-line 

detector was part of a system designed and built as a "mini-orange" 

spectrometer at the LSU Physics Department by Drs. A. Visvanathan and 

E, F. Zganjar to be used specifically on the UNISOR tape transport system. 

It consists of a bellows apparatus enclosing the detector, a liquid 

nitrogen cryostat, a cryosorption pumping system, an ion pump, a gate 

valve between the tape transport system and the bellows, and a ‘’mint- 

orange" magnet (Fig. 3-4). The system was used in this work without
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the magnet in order to increase the counting efficiency by allowing the 

detector to be positioned closer to the source than is possible when the 

magnet is in place. The advantage of this system is that it allows the 

tape transport to be brought to atmospheric pressure when necessary 

without havinq to warm the electron detector before exposure to air and

later recool it.

Data Acquisition

Since detailed descriptions of the UNISOR data acquisition system 

are given in ref. 77, only a brief summary is given here. The three 

primary data acquisition systems at UNISOR are Tennecomp TP-5000 computers 

These are essentially identical, differing only in the peripheral equip

ment used by each and as otherwise noted below.

The signals from the detectors are shaped and amplified using

standard NIM module electronics (see Fig. 3-5). Two of the Tennecomp

systems were interfaced via Tennelec PACE analog-to-digitai converters

(ADC units) which are capable of 8192 channel resolution. The third

Tennecomp system, used only in the electron experiment for coincidence 
187data from Au decay, was interfaced via Nuclear Data ND-560 ADC r.nits 

which are capable of only 409C channel resolution.

The Y-y-t data were taken off-line. The experiment was broken 

into two parts. The first part emphasized the 18^m’9Hg decay {T^ =

2.4, 2.2 min) by collecting and counting 'ources for 150 sec. These 

sources were removed from the collection point in the separator via the 

tape-seal described above and mounted in a source holder between two 

detectors in 180° coincidence geometry. The source holder is a 1.5 cm 

thick lead shield, lined with 1 mm thick Cd and 0.25 mm thick €u on each
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side, with a 2 cm diameter hole through the middle. The source holder 

was used to minimize Compton back-scattering and insure reproducible 

geometry. Sources were collected and counted for 150 sec with ten 8192 

channel multiscaled planes, each of Id sec duration with 1 sec between 

planes. Coincidence data were stored event-by-event on magnetic tape 

for later analysis. A software program on the Tennecomp system allowed 

simultaneous collection of coincidence data on magnetic tape and singles 

multiscaled spectra on disk. The multiscaled data allowed the determina

tion of half lives of the different peaks in the spectrum and aided in 

assigning these peaks to the proper nucleus by following their decay 

or growth from plane to plane. As one source was counted, another

fresh source was collected to replace it after the 150 sec counting time.

187Tha second part of the v-(-t experiment emphasized the Au decay 

^1/2 ~ 8,4 nnn) collecting and counting sources for 1000 sec with 

ten 8192 channel multiscaled planes, each of 93 sec duration with 2 sec 

between planes. In both parts of the experiment the energy ranges were 

from about 40 keV to 2.5 MeV for , a, and from about 40 keV to 3.5 MeV 

for the other detector, with the multiscaled data being taken from the 

former.

Coincidence data in both e-y-t experiments were taken with a 
187Tennecomp TP-5000 system. In the Au decay experiment, however, the 

Tenneconp system was not interfaced to take simultaneous singles and 

coincidence data. Therefore, a Tracor Northern TN-1700 system was used 

for singles multiscaling of the electron data. Ten planes of 4096 

channels and TOO sec counting time each were taken for each source. No 

y-multiscaled data were collected during this run. The electron detector
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energy range was from about ?0 keV to 1900 keV, and that of the gamma

detector was from about 30 keV to 1900 keV.

187
In the Hg decay e-,-t experiment, both electron and gamma 

multiscaled data were taken on a Tennecomp system. Ten 4096 channel 

planes of 15 sec counting time each were taken for y-rays and electrons. 

Energy ranges were from about 40 keV to 1600 keV for gammas and from 

about 20 keV to 1600 keV for electrons.

In addition to the data taken during these runs, some UNISOR data 

taken on 187T< decaywere also analyzed for 187Hg decay lines.

These data consisted of e-y-t coincidence, electron singles multi

scaled and gamna singles multiscaled in 20 planes of 3 sec each. It

was found from the singles spectra that the relative intensities of 

187
transitions between low-spin states in Hg decay were higher in this

187experiment than in the Hg decay experiments described above. Thus, 

these data were used further to establish coincidences with transitions 

between low-spin states and to look for other weaker coincidences 

between y-rays connecting these states.

Calibrations

Energy and efficiency calibrations were performed before and after

each run. In the y-y-t run, two standard sources were used: a National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) mixed source (containing 109Cd, 87Co, ^3Sn,

139Ce, 2O3Hg, 85Sr, 137Cs, 60Co, and 88V) nd, since one detector had 

56an energy range to 3.5 MeV, a Co source was also used, which has y- 

ray lines as high as 3.5 MeV. Efficiency calibrations were made for 

each detector using the NBS source and y-ray intensities were computed 

relative to this.
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In both e-.-t experiments, calibrations were oerformed with a 

mixed source of * ^Ba and ^^Bi. Known conversion coefficients^’0^ 

were used to obtain efficiency calibrations for the electron detectors, 

in order to calculate electron intensities. The ganma singles and 

electron singles intensities, corrected for efficiency, were then used 

to determine the internal conversion coefficients and hence the

multipolarities.

A time-to-amplitude-converter (TAC) calibration also was done as

part of each experiment by using a precision pulser to generate pulses

20 nanosec apart. This calibration was used in determining the 

187nanosec lifetime of the 103.5 keV transition in Au as deserbed in 

the next chapter. The TAC resolution (FHHM) was about 10 nanosec.



Table 3-1. Summary of Experiments Performed

Run No. Reaction(s) and Beam Energy Type of Data Taken and Mode Analyzer Used

1 180W (14N,7n) WT1 (A) 187Hg-137Au off-line Tennecomp TP-5000
182W (14N,9n) 187T1 Y-y-t

y multiscaled
162.1 MeV 14N5* (B) 187Au-187Pt off-line

y multiscaled

2 180W (14N,7n) 187T1

159.3 MeV 14N5+

187Au-187Pt off-line

e-Y-t
e multiscaled

Tennecomp TP-5000 
Tracor-Horthern TN-1700

3 180H (1ZC,5n) 187Hg 18V87Au Tennecomp TP-5000
119.9 MeV 12C4+ e-y-t

e multiscaled 
y multiscaled
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Aside from some preliminary analysis of The :-.-t data with the 

Georgia Tech CDC-Cyber-79 computer, all data analysis was done with 

the Tennecomp TP-5OOO systems and SEL-340A computers at ORNL. Gated 

coincidence spectra were generated with the Tennecomp from the 

coincidence data stored on magnetic tape during each experiment. These 

gated spectra, the singles multiscaled spectra, and the calioration 

spectra were transmitted to the larger SEL-840A computers via an 

interface between the Tennecomp core and an SEL disk unit.

Once in the SEL, the spectra were analyzed with two in-house 

peak-fitting programs, LIZA3^ and PKFT33\ Both peak-fitting 

programs compute least-squares fits to Gaussian shapes for up to five 

peaks at a time in a spectral region of up to 150 channels in length. 

Other available software allowed line-printer plots of the spectra to 

be made for later hand analysis.

The gated coincidence spectra were analyzed exclusively with 

LIZA, as it has options available for computing centroids and areas of 

peaks without performing a fit to the data. The areas in these cases 

were computed from the sum of the counts between two given channels 

and the centroids determined from a weighted average between these same 

channel limits. This feature is convenient in analyzing weak
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coincidence peaks where statistics prevent a good fit. but a coincident 

line can be seen in the spectrum display.

The multiscaled data were analyzed primarily with PKFT. The 

sunned multi scaled data of each experiment were used to determine 

accurate energy and relative intensity values for each peak (see Tables 

4-1). For selected strong peaks, fits wei e made in each multiscaled 

plane and the resulting areas used for halflife measurements (see Fig. 

4-1).

As part of the error analysis, the nonlinearity of the Tennecoiqt

TP-5000 system was measured using the three-source method developed by 

84)
Gehrke, Cline, and Heath . The nonlinearity was found to be less 

than 0.4 channels between channels 400 and 7400 (Corresponding to an 

energy range of 145 keV to 2360 keV for the detector from which energy 

values were determined) and between 0.4 and 1.0 channels above and below 

this range. In addition to the nonlinearity measurement, the error in 

the detector efficiency was established by performing efficiency cali

brations with a National Bureau of Standards mixed source in three 

different positions, representing the uncertainty in positioning the 

samples *n front of the detector during a run. These results are

included in the errors quoted in Tables 4-1 and 4-4.
187 187Data on Hg decay and Au decay were taken as described in

the last chapter. A detailed description of the data analysis for
187 187Hg decay is given below, and the Au decay data are presented in

an abbreviated form.
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Table 4-1(a). Energies and Relative Intensities of Ganna Rays Placed
107^ n 107

in the Decay ~ " t^Hg^'^Au.

Present Work Bourgeois et al.
:Y (keV) b) !...

JL.
(keV) bl ly

19.5,(3) 19.5
51.0

101.2 (4)d 7-4 (6) , 101.1 (2) 6.5
103.5 (4)“ 26.7 (21) 103.4 (2) 32.4
137.9 (3) 10.3 (6)
143.1 (3) 3.9 (3) 143.0 (2) 2.7
153.7 (2)e 10.5 (7) .53.8 (2) 8.8
185.8 (2)e 3.2 (2) 185.8 (3) 2.2
203.4 (2) 25.0 (17) 203.4 (2) 18.9
205.4 (2) 12.9 (9) 205.5 (2) 10.4
214.9 (2) <2

220.8 (2)220.8 (2) 20.9 (18) 24
221.0 (4) <4
233.4 (2k 100 233.4 (2) 100
235.9 (4)e <5
240.3 (2) 34.5 (26) 240.3 (2) 33.1
245.3 (3) 1-1 (7)
252.0 (2) 17.9 (16) 252.7 (2) 8
255.2 (3) 8.0 (8) 255.2 (2) 8.9
257.7 !’i. 5.0 (7) 257.0 (4) 3.4
258.8 2-2 (5) 258.8 (4) 1.8
265.9 (3)e <2
271.2 (4) 9.1 (6)
271.6 (2) 28.0 (20) 271.5 (2) 30.8
272.2 (5) 5.5 (4)
284.2 (2) 10.0 (8) 284.2 (2) 7
292.1 (3) 2.2 (3)
2E8.2 (3) 7.5 (6) 298.5 (2) 10.6
298.7 (3) 7.8 (6)
305.1 (2) 3.5 (10) 305.7 (3) 4
319.0 (2) 8.4 (6) 319.2 (2) 6.7
322.8 I2) 14.6 (10) 322.9 (2) 11.8
327.3 (4) 3.4 (4)
332.1 (4 <4
332.2 (4) <4
334.6 (2) 19.7 (14) 334.7 (2) 16.4
336.4 (31 3.5 (6) 336.5 (4) 2.4
342.3 (4) <2 4
349.2 (2) 10.6 (8)

1.8 (2)
349.4 (2) 5.8

354.8 (2)



Table 4-1(al (continued'

Present Work Bourgeois et al.
E (keV) b) T b,c) E fkeV) b) I c)

1 r I V

363.4 (2) 3.1 (4) 363.6 (3) 2.9
372.9 (51 <3
374.9 (5)6 <5
376.1 (2) 44.9 (30) 376.3 (2) 38.3
381.9 (2) 3.2 (4)
385.4 (2) 2.8 (3)
387.7 (2) <4 388.1 (3) 2.5
389.0 (7) <2
391.5 (2) 6.4 (6)
393.1 (2) 11.1 (9) 393.4 (2) 8.3
407.3 (2) 1.8 (2)
410.7 (31 5.7 (9) 410.3 (2) 4.6
426.1 (2)6 3.5 (2)
429.4 (4) 3.8 (3)
430.0 (3) 5.8 (4) 430.0 (2) 7.1
435.5 (2) 4.8 (9)
438.7 (2) 11.6 (9) 438.7 (2) 11.3
446.5 (3) <2
446.9 (3) <2 447.2 (2) 5.8
449.3 (2) 34.6 (22) 449.5 (2) 29.2
459.4 (3) 5.7 (5) 459.4 (4) 4.2
461.9 (2) 12.3 (9) 462.0 (2) 10.3
470.1 (2) 35.1 (22) 470.3 (2) 28.8
472.6 (2) 14.4 (10) 472.7 (2) 10.6
474.9 (5) 3.9 (3)
475.7 (2) 14.2 (9) 475.8 (2) 22.3
476.1 (5) 9.3 (6)
476.7 (2) 14.3 (9) 476.6 (2) 11.1
480.0 (2) 2.9 (8)
484.2 (2) 6.1 (7) 484.4 (4) 2.6
486.6 (3) 2.9 (5)
499.2 (2) 26.3 (17) 499.4 (2) 19.2
501.8 (2) 4.2 (4) 502.1 (3) 3.5
525.0 (5) 5.0 (3)
525.2 (2) 29.2 (18) 525.4 (2) 30.1
525.4 (5) 3.6 (2)
527.5 (3) 4.2 (8)
536.8 (2) 4.2 (5)
555.9 (4) <2
564.4 (2) 7.0 (8) 565.0 (2) 4.7
569.3 (4) 3.2 (6)



Table 4-1 fa) (continued)

Present Work Bourgeois et al.
F (keV) b) 1 b»c) ' E b^ ; d

r r Y

579.J (3) 4.7 (9)
582.5 (2) 7.6 (6)
594.9 (3) 4.7 (3)
602.5 (2) 3.3 (3) 602.7 (3) 2.1
616.2 (3) 3.3 (3) 616.3 (3) 1.9
619.4 (4) 2.1 (2)
622.9 (5) 2
624.4 (4) 10.0 (5)
624.8 (2) 9.0 (6) 625.0 (2) 14
629.5 (5) 1.8 (6)
639.1 (2) 11.4 (9) 639.3 (2) 7.5
642.8 (3) 2.1 (6)
646.3 (3) 2.4 (4)
651.1 (3) 6.2 (6) 652.4 (4) 1.6
653.1 (3) 2.7 (4)
657.3 (2) 10.8 (10)
658.9 (5) 3.1 (4)
659.6 (5) 3.1 (4) 659.2 (3) 3.5
669.2 (3) 3.2 (4) 669.0 (3) 4.3
669.8 (S) 2.5 (3)
700.1 (3) 6.1 (6)
709.7 (3) 9-8 (7) 709.6 (3) 6.4
745.8 (3) 2.6 (5)
752.4 (3) 2.0 (3)
760.8 (3) 2-1 (2)
767.7 (2) 5.0 (4) 767.9 (2) 3.5
835.6 (4) 5.6 (61 836.0 (3) 2.4
860.6 (3) 3.3 (3)
873.0 (3) 3.2 (3)
879.0 (5) 1.2 (3)
895.3 (4) 4.2 (7)
932.3 (3) 4.3 (5)

1066.4 (2) 4.4 (3)
1142.5 (4) 2-5 (5)
1168.7 (6) <2
1179.5 (5) 5.4 (4)
1236.1 (5) 2.9 (6)
1283.7 (3) 3.6 (4)
1314.7 (3) 6.0 (5)
1350.1 (8) 2.0 (5)
1357.7 (4) 6.2 (6
1363.3 (6) 2.8 (6)



i k<i i \ctWll 1 nut?U i

- ,. — . . . - ...... - - ............ ■ - ■

- - . _ Present
- ~ in-------

Worfc
' v w

Bourgeois et al. d2

t i<ei t * • >-1 E (keV) I *"

1419.3 {6 i 2.7 (3) ■
1454.0 (95 ■ <•»i.
1532.8 (35 5.7 (S)
1579.7 S3) 5.7 (5) 1579.7 (4) 3.8
1533.fi (3) 3.5 {4}
1588.4 (3) 3.1 (5)
1617.fi (5) 2.5 (5)
1627.0 (3) 3.2 (3)
1627.9 (3) 2
1646.9 (3) 8.2 (6) 1647.3 (5) 4.7
1651.fi (3) 3.2 (4)
1661.fi (3) 3-4 (5)
1667.7 {4} 6.1 (11)
1669.8 (5) 4.8 (11)
1701.5 (3) 4-7 (5)
1715.6 (6) 1.5 (4)
1727.0 (3) 8.6 (7)
1737.0 (5) 1-4 (5)
1740.S (3) 3.4 (3)
1803.3 (7) 5.9 (19) 1803.8 (6) 3.3
1857.4 (3) 3.0 (4)
1864.3 (5) 5.3 (5)
1881.9 (4) 2.6 (3)
1899.7 <31 3-9 16)
1*14.6 b) 6.5 (8)
19)9.0 (5) <2
1952.0 (5) -3
1952.2 (5) 2 ' ■
1997.0 (6) 1.3 (4) 1998.1 (81 10.8
2014.0 (3) 14.2 (9) 2012.6 (9) 10.3
2047.4 Ml 1.6 (2)
2976.7 (3) 18.6 (10) 2094.5 (9) 12.9
2193.1 (5) 2.2 (3)
2355.4 (5) 1.4 (2»
2180.1 (3) 30.5 (16)

* Seen only In electron singles spectrun.

(a) ««f. 39
(0) Errors »« In parentheses wd Indicate uncertainties In tte last
significant figures reported.

1533.fi
1617.fi
1651.fi
1661.fi


9

Trihlr- 4-i/a* ’»nniihip4’

'c} Intensities are relative to 1 (233,- 100.0, Intensities for 

nultiplets unresolved in the singles data were obtained as described 

in the text.

(d) Intensity includes prompt and delayed component.

ie i Alsu ir Mu- Pt decay.
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Figure 4-1. Decay Curves of Selected Transitions in the Decay ’’Kg* 
18%. Transitions between high-spin states, denoted by (a), are popu
lated in 18^'BHg decay and assigned T.« 2.4 t 0.1 win and those be-

*7‘ 1070
ban low-spin states, denoted by (b) are populated in ’Hg decay and 

assioned T^2 “ 2.2 t 0.1 win.
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The summed multiscaled singles data (Figures 4-2) were analyzed as 

described above. This analysis yielded peak centroids and areas which 

were converted to energies and relative intensities with the calibrations 

taken during each experiment. Several of the peaks which appear to be 

singlets in the multiscaled data are actually unresolved multiplets.

For these multiplets, energies and intensities were determined from 

coincidence gated spectra. For many of the less intense peaks, areas 

and centroids were determined by hand analysis of line-printer plots 

generated by the SEL-840A computer. The energies and relative intensities 

derived from these analyses are presented in Tables 4-1 along with the 

values reported in ref. 30.

Decay curves for selected lines in the gamna multiscaled data are 

151presented in Fig. 4-1. Earlier work at CERN ' reported two halflife

components for the 187m’9Hg decay: 2.4 + 0.2 min and 1.6 + 0.3 min.

The two lines assigned T^2 = 1.6 min have energies 112 keV and 335 keV,

187respectively. The 335 keV line is assigned to Hg decay in the present

186
work but with T^2 • 2.4 min. The 112 fceV line might be due to Hg

decay also reported in ref. 15. Since two states are decaying, a high-

spin isomeric state and a low-spin ground state, two halflife components

would he expected. However, it is found in the present work, and in

ref. X), tliat the difference in these halTlife components is much

smaller than the 0.8 min measured at CERN. In ref. 30, the metastable
187and ground states in Hg are both assigned to T^2 = 2.2 min. The 

values measured in the present work, however, are T^2 = 2.4 + 0.1 min 

for 186 187"tog and T]/2 » 2.2 ♦ 0.1 min for ,87aHg.



4 MV,

Figure 4-2 (a), Singles Gamma-Ray Spectrum of Decay: Part I - Low-Energy Region from 298 keV
to 501 keV*



Figure 4-2 (b). Singles Gamma-Ray Spectrum of 187m, g
Hg Decay: Part II - High-Energy Region Near 2 MeV.

tn
f J
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Gated coincidence spectra were generated from the coincidence 

data by setting energy "windows" on peaks recorded in the spectrum of 

one detector and a time window on the time-to-amplitude-converter 

(TAC) spectrum. Histograms were then constructed of the energy events 

in the second detector that occur within the two windows set. Typical 

coincidence spectra are shown in Figs. 4-3. A list of all assigned 

coincidence gates and their coincidences is given in Tables 4-2.

As mentioned above, several apparent singlets were actually 

multiplets unresolved in the singles data. To establish this, energy 

gate limits were moved across a suspected multiplet peak and the relative 

intensities of the concident lines in the gated spectrum were observed, 

e.g., as the upper channel limit on a gate was lowered, lines in coinci

dence with the high energy component of the multiplet would diminish 

relative to those in coincidence with the lower energy component of the 

multiplet. Energy and intensity values of these unresolved nwltiplet 

components were extracted from the coincidence data by looking in gates 

which ,,saw“ the component in question in coincidence. Energies were 

then determined directly from the centroids in the coincidence spectra. 

Intensities were determined by comparison with other lines in the coinci

dence spectra whose intensities were known. Similarly, intensities of 

lines appearing both in the nucleus under study and in a neighboring 

nucleus were determined from coincidence .pectra.

In general the TAC window was set to include only prompt events. 

The prompt TAC window corresponded to about 30 nanosec. The 103.5 keV 

transition, however, is known to depopulate an isomeric state with a 
lifetime of about 50 nanosec26’30). Thus, in addition to the prompt
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Figure 4-3 (a). Background- Subtracted Coincidence Gates for the 153, 203, 204, and 233 keV Lire:
1n187ra’9Hg.



Figure 4-3 (b). Background- Subtracted Coincidence Gates for the 240, 252, 271, and 298 keV Lines
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Figure 4*3 (c). Background- Subtracted Coincidence Gates for the 334, 376, 449, and 476 keV Lines

in 187|Mh9.
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RlfUffe 4*3 (d). Background- Subtracted Coincidence Gates for the 499* 525, 625, and 1315 keV Lines
frt 187«,gHg
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Figure 4-3 (e). Background-Subtracted Coincidence Gates for the 1803 
and 1857 keV Lines in 187"’9Hg Decay.



Table 4-2(a). Coincidence Relationships of Gamma Ra/s Placed in the
ib/m.q,. lb?, r, r . __

Hg~ Au Decay Scheme.

Gate Energy (keV) 

51.0 c)

103.5 (prompt)

103.5 (delayed)

143.1

Coincidences __

S: 153.7, 271.2 
M: 103.5, 374.7 
W: 181, 238, 299, 426.1

S: 154, 271.2 
M: ann (d)
W: 670

5: 252.0, 449.3, 525.4 
H: 700.1
U: 622.9, 657, 674, 879.0, 931

S: 233.4 
M: 240 
U: 624.8

153.7 S:
H:
H:

185.8 e* S:
H:

203.5 S:

205.4

103.5, 221.0
240, 326, 392, 407.3, 429.4, 658.9 
357, 376, 1429, 1668, 1726, 1744

271.6
135, 326

255, 391.5, 435.5, 470.1, 484,2, am

5: 407.3, 430.0, 658.9
H: 130, 271.2, 294/298, 371, ann
W: 170, 469, 602, 682, 798, 802, 849, 
1360, 1581, 1958

1315.

214.9 W: 221, <76.1

220.8 5: 255.2, 393.1, 438.7, 470.1
H: ann

233.4 S: 143.1, 334.6, 387.9, 461.9, 474.9, 564.4,
639.1, 767.7
H: 602.5, 895.3, 1283.7, 1357.7, 1579.7, 
1914.6
W: 1235, 1247, 1694, 1705, 1753, 1882, 
1944, 1974, 2046, 2063, 2110, 2270, 2550, 
2588, 2968



able 4-2{a‘. (continued)

a)Gate tnerav fkeY^ z fo i nr i denrec ’

235.9 e) 5: 220.8, 240.3

240.3 5: 255.2, 393.1. 438.7. 470.1
R: 536.8
M: 709.7. 906/909, 1938

245.3 S: 568.5
R: 376.1

252.0 5:363.4
R: 181, 579.3, 760.8, 1702, 1755
M: 1728. 1766. ’777, 1908, 2144

255.2 • . . S: 220.8, 240.3, 472.6
R: 327.3
H: 271. 669

257.7 5:240.3,470.1

258.8 5: 376.2, 624.8
R: 233.4
U: 501.4

265.9 e)
R: 233.4

271.2 5: 298.7

271.6 S: 185.8, 395.8, 476.1 
«: 342.3. 381,9. 1627.9. 1864.3

272.2 M: 10.3.5

2717272 (unassianed) R: 154, 205. 265, 272, 419, 435
U: 1576. 1702, 1747. 1992

234.2 5: 298.7. 376.’. 624.8
H: 203, 233.4 , 390. 767.7
9: 165, 354. 470. 553. 1018. 1246

292.1 W: 203.4. 233. 376. 447. 47’. 525

298.2 S: 284.2



/ rnn* Sn*|orl '•

Gate Energy (keVj^ a, Coincidences b)

?98. 1 S:
3:

271.8, 322.8
426.1, ann

293 (unassigned) U: 137, 170, 191, 200, 217,
469. 525, 729, 1526, 1599

305.1 5: 233.4
M: 319.0, 334.6, 461.9, 470
U: 137, 165, 259. 364. 374,
593. 657, 740

319.0 5: 233.4, 376.2, 564.4
M: 178, 190, 585, 669. 932.
M: 143.1, 236, 305.1, 393, -
436/440 . 525.0, 541, 805, l;

322.8 S: 298.7. 385.4
«: 366, 426.1, 1857.4
W: 311, ann, 525

327.3 H: 153. 233. 240.3, 255.2,
M: 220.3

332 H: 220.8. 240.3 . 393.1

332.1 R: 233.4, 271, 323, 376.2

334.6 5: 233.4, 1579.7
M: 174. 271, ami, 564. 651,

336.4 M: 174, 499.2
W: 1035

342.3 tt: 271.6. 381.9, 476.1
M: 166. 460, 517, 672. 758

349.2 5: 376.2, 624.'
R: 233.4, 237 , 4W.2, 501.4
«: 220, ims, 348, 872, 1001

354.3 R: 220.8, 240.3, 277/282. 4
8: 301, 463, 635, 708
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Table 4-2(a). (continued)

Gat*3 Fnorgy (FeV) a)
Coincidence

b)

363.4

372.9

S: 252.0
M: 135, 277, 389.0, 476.7, 745 
W: 222, 449

H: 499.2

376.1 S: 245.3, 253.3, 284.2, 319.0, 332.2, 349.2,
454, 459.4, 624.8, 651.1 
M: 446.3, 564.4, 860.6, 1740.1, 1803.3 
W: 1175, 1283, 1526, 1713, 1883, 1929, 1945, 
1952.2

381.9 M: 271.6, 342.2, 476.1
M: 123. 205, 298, 376, 392

385.4 M: 271.2, 322.8. 376
W: 160, 231, 292 , 343 , 350 , 438 , 470 , 539, 
665, 855, 1006

387.7 S: 233.4

389.0

388/389 (unassigned)

391.5

M: 363.4, 426.1

M: 437, 639
H: 550, 745, 757, 1249, 1490

H: 203.4
U: 272, 298, 330, 351, 488, ann. 538, 634. 
705, 741, 822, 917

393.1 S: 220.8, 240.3
M: 133 . 308, 332.2 . 486.6, am, 646.3 
W: 284, 298. 382, 386, 437, 449, 565

407.3 S: 204.7

H: ’<38, 222, 256, 544, 6587669,
780, 808, 1032. 1066

410.7 5: 240.3, 470.1
M: 220.8. 836

426.1 M: 279, 298.7, 322.8



Table 4-2(a). (continued)

Gate Lnerqy (keV) Coincidences

429.4 S: 204.7
M: 153.7

430.0 S: 472.6
H: 255.2

429/430 (unassigned) M: 302, 349, 370
H: 525, 552, 661, 669, 705, 915

435.5 M: 203.4

438.7 S: 220.8, 240.3. 470.1 
«: 476.0

446.5 S: 376.2, 624.3

446.9 S: 220.8, 240.3

449.3 S: 525.4
M: 254, 285, 345, 440, ann, 642.8, 745.8, 
1532.9,1669.8
«: 213, 295, 318, 458, 498, 555.9, 590/593 
663, 683, 825, 360, 896, 1031, 1204, 1320, 
1466, 1607

459.4 S: 376.2
M: 274
W: 1103, 1177, 1362

461.9 S: 233.4, 564.4
U: aim

470.1 S: 220.8, 240.3, 410.7, 438.7
N: 257.7, 309.0, 390, 475, 594.0
U: 455, 569

472.6 S: 220.8, 240.3, 255.2. 430.0, 476.0
M: ann

474.9 S: 233.4

475.7 S: 472.6
H: 430.0, 625.6, 709.7
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Table 4-2(a). (continued)

Gate Energy (keV) Coincidences

476.1 S: 271.6, 381.9

475/477 (unassigned) M: 292, 341, 439, 669
W: 604, 652, 874, 1094

430.0 M: 277, 471, 525.2
W: 207, 226

484.2 M: 203.4, 240, 275, 349, 804, 908, 1 
U: 168, 220, 339, 648, 1652

486.6 M: 233, 393.1
H: 350, 438, 995, 1052

499.2 S: 336.4, 501.8, 527.5
M: 258.8, 349.2, 372.9. ann, 629.5
W: 1439, 1489, 1617.6, 1627.0, 1680

501.8 S: 499.2
N: 233.4
W: 284.2, 349.2

525.0 M: 305.1, 624.8
H: 501.4

525.2 M: 1066.4, 1646.9
W: 566, 669

525.4 S: 449.3
M: 1588.4

525 (tmassigned) M: ann, 840
M: 372. 1032, 1181, 1419

527.5 S: 499.2
M: 240, 452

536.8 H: 271.6, 476.1

538.9 H: 220.8, 240.3

564.4 S: 233.4, 319.0, 376.2. 461.9
ann



O J

iabie 4-2(a). (continued)

Gate Enegry (keV) Coincidences

579.3 S: ann
H: 252.0
W: 185.8, 200, 333, 384, 640, 686

582.5 S: ann
M; 220.8, 240.3
W: 200, 350, 383, 669

594.0 M: 470.1

602.5 S: 233.4

616.2 M: 389.0

619.4 M: 203.4, 284, ann

624.4 S; 476.0
M: 220.8, 255.2

624.8 S: 284.2, 349.2, 576.2
M: 446.9
W; 253.8, 525.0

624/625 (unassigned) U: 144, 306, 416

629.5 W: 246, 271, 499.2

639.1 S: 233.4
H: ann

642.8 M: 271, 449.3
W: 300, 350, 473

646.3 M: 393.1
H: 203, 240.3, 300, 462. 474

651.1 S: 376.2
M: 233.4

653.1 S: 476.1
H: 271.6, 340
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Table 4-2(a). (continued)

Gate Energy (keV) Coincidences

657.3 M: 306, 1419.3
M: 233, 439, 538

658.9 S: 204.7, 1314.7
M: 153.7

659.6 M: 221.3, 272.2

669.2 S: 271.6, 476.1

669.8 M: 525.4

669/670 (unassigned) M: 240
H: 220, 255

694.2 W: 564.4

700.1 M: 1179.5

709.7 S: 476.0
M: 220.8, 240.3, 255.2

745.8 M: 233, 240, 449,3
W: 272, 378. 410, ann

752.4 M: 376.2

760.8 M: 252.0
W: 335, 462, 753, 875

767.7 S; 233.4
M: 284.2, 349.2

860.6 M; 376.2

873.0 M: 233.4, 349.?, 624.8

895.3 M: 233.4
U: 380, 476, ann, 697, 932

1066.^ S: 525.2



[able 4-2(a). (continued,

Enerqy (keV) Coincidences

1142.5 M: 449.3
M: ann

1168.7 M: 221.0, 272.2
H: 182, 341

1179.5 S: 700.1

1236.1 M: 233.4
W: 376, 399, 476, ann

1283.7 S: 233.4
M: ann

1314.7 S: 658.9
M: ann

1350.1 M: 233.4

1357.7 5: 233.4

1363.3 M: 336.4, 499,2. 836
W: 459, 545

1419.3 M: ann, 657.3
H: 233, 525, 541, 724

1454.0 M: 233.4
W: 298

1532.8 * S: 449.3
W: 350, ann

1579.7 S: 233.4, 334.6

1583.6 M: ann

1588.4 M: 525.4
W: 449.3

1617.6 U: 205, 233, 40.2

1627.0 M: 499.2



Table 4-2(a). (continued)

Gate Energy (keV)

1627.9

1646.9

1651.6

1661.6

1669. S

1701.5

1715.6

1727.0

1737.0

1740.8

1803.3

1857.4

1864.3

1881.9

1899.7

1914.6

1952.0

1952.2

1997.0

Coincidences ________

S: 271.6

S: 525.2

M: 525.2

M: 525.4
H: 449.3

M: 449.3
W: 270, ann

W: 252.0

U: 449.3

W: 153.7, 233.4, ann

U: 449.3

S: 376.2
W: 233.4

M: 376.2
W: 233.4

M: 271.2, 322.8 

S: 271.6

M: 233
U: 271.2, 298.7

S: 203.4

S: 233.4

W: 203.4

M: 233.4, 376.2 

M: 233.4



i MM »C T *- v U ! • l‘UU •-» I

Gate Energy (keV) Coincidences

2014.0 W: 240.3

2047.4 S: 233.4

2076.7 W: 203

2180.1 M: ann

(a) Energies for multiplets unresolved in the singles data are determined 

as described in the text. Each multiplet component and its coincidences 

are listed separately with unassigned coincidences of the multiplet 

listed after the last component.

(b) Coincidences are identified as 5 (strong, -90 confidence in 

assignment), M (moderate, -70 confidence in assignment), or W (weak,

>404 confidence in assignment). Exact energies are given for assigned 

coincidences, approximate energies for unassigned.

(c) Gate pulled in e-v-t data.

Cd) ann denotes annihilation line (511 keV).
137 137

(e) Also appears in Au+Pt decay.
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Table 4-2(b). Coincidence Relationships of Gamma Rays Assigned to the
n l«/m,g., 18/. .Decay aHg-> Au but not Placed in the Decay Scheme. Only lines

with 1 3 are included.
s ..

Gate Energy (keV) Coincidences a)
____ ______________________

277.1 M: 256, 284
M: 103, 153 , 272 , 298 , 319 , 355 , 389, 
476, ann, 625, 647, 747, 1068

469,

326.4 M: 153, 
W: 250,

233,
292

257, 436

424.8 W: 154, 209, 299

503.6 H: ann 
H: 255, 275, 525, 1355

515.8 M: 284, 376, 507

517.9 M: 396 
U: 476, 650

569.0 M: 181, 
W: 471,

232,
566,

332,
587,

630
845, 1028

571.2 W: 220, 240, 288, 376, 424, 470, 476, ann

575.5 S: ann 
H: 237, 449, 706, 980

581.2 S: ann
M: 220, 240
W: 200, 275, 334, 
536, 637, 669

350, 383, 405, 474,

585.1 M: ann

723.6 W: 207, 245, 
599, 736

’01, 337, 390. 469, 554,

829.9 W: 210, 295, 331, 344, 541, 586, 1349

848.2 M: 233, 
U: 438,

376
476, 717



Tahiti ( rnnt ■» m,c*H

Gate Enerqy (keV)
a \

Coincidences

963.1 W: 233, 476, 700

982.9 U: 286, 328, 451, 476

1000.9 U: 220, 287, 349

1023.7 M: 258, 426, 657, 760
M: 205, 210, 447, 477, 499/501

1055.9 M: 233
U: ann, 525

1094.4 M: 233, 448
W: 160, 220

1135.5 M: 476
U: 699

1365.5 M: 220
M: 347, 416, 476

1491.4 M: 237
H: 240, 384, ann

1502.8 W: 233, 319, 467

1517.3 W: 194, 204, 433

1549.9 H: 374

1576.5 U: 233. 271, 374

1743.9 M: ann
H: 135, 153, 256

1958.3 M: 205, 223. 233

2030.0 W: ann

2065.6 no coinc.

2081.9 no coinc.

(a) Energies of coincident lines are accurate to i 2 keV



Table 4-2(b). (continued)

Gate Enerqy (keV) Coincidences

963.1 H: 233, 476, 700

982.9 U: 286 , 328, 451, 476

1000.9 H: 220, 287, 349

1023.7 M: 258, 426, 657, 760
H: 205, 210, 447, 477, 499/501

1055.9 N: 233
U: ann, 525

1094.4 M: 233, 448
U: 160, 220

1135.5 H: 476
U: 699

1365.5 N: 220
U: 347, 416, 476

1491.4 M: 237
U: 240, 384, ann

1502.8 U: 233, 319, 467

1517.3 U: 194, 204. 433

1549.9 M: 374

1576.5 U: 233, 271, 374

1743.9 N: ann
U: 135. 153, 256

1958.3 U: 205, 223, 233

2030.0 U: ann

2065.6 no coinc.

2081.9 no coinc.

(a) Energies of coincident lines are accurate to i 2 keV.



gate, one was also set at this energy with a delayed TAC limit. These

fy/n oAtoc a r~c chhyjn ’r» P •» rt /l-4^ hp trapf it'ionr t r c •» r> + ^r

isomeric state are seen to be more intense in the delayed gate.

The lifetime oT this isomeric state was determined by setting a 

window on the appropriate energy range and creating a TAC spectrum from 

the coincidence data. The results are shown in Fig. 4-5, where the 

prompt component has been subtracted and a fit made to the decay curve.

The lifetime obtained is 47.8 + 4.6 nanosec in agreement with refs. 26,

30. . . ■'

Similar analysis was carried out on the electron data. Electron 

gates (see Fig. 4-6) containing coincidences not already seen in the 

v-r-t data are included in Table 4-2. The electron singles data were 

used to determine internal conversion coefficients. Those lines for which

conversion coefficients were deduced are listed in Table 4-3 with

probable multipolarity and results of ref. 39 the multipolarities

being assigned by comparison with theoretical values computed by Hager 
85)and Seltzer '. Systematic trends in the odd-mass gold nuclei were 

used to identify the 233.4 keV line as the transition between the 

13/2- and 9/2- levels in the hg^ ban<* (see Chapter V). Therefore, 

it was assigned a pure E2 multipolarity and used to normalize the 

electron and gaama efficiency calibrations.

The results of the data analysis a^e presented in Figs. 4-7 

as energy level schemes with spins and parities given where known. 

Interpretations of these results are given In the next chapter. T3ese 

schemes are based on coincidence relationships and energy suus and 
differences. Previous work^6’^7’^0' was used to help construct the



Figure 4-4. Background-Subtracted Coincidence Gates for the 103 keV 
Line in 187"’9Hg Decay With Prompt and Delayed TAC Bounds.
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Figure 4-5. TAC Spectrum of the 103 keV Transition Between the 

hll/2 and hs/2 Ban<*Neads. The transition is delayed due to shape 

isomerism, as discussed in Chapt. V.



Figure 4-6.
1R7Background-Subtracted Coincidence Gate for the 51 keV L electron Line tn n,gHg Decay



Table 4-3. Internal Conversion Coefficients and "jI* 
Decay ,87m-V’87Au.

TTT BourqeoiPresent dor^ 

TcT
Theoretical x 10

94 (33)

439 (79)

47 (7)

250 (60)

Multipolari ty

5980 (1670) 

1702 (884) 

935 (178) 

666 (131)

344 (63)
#*

116

158 (31) 
223 (56) 

393 (106) 

192 (173) 

351 (56) 

478 (76)
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imil.ir analyst was -arried out on the elytron la’-. le •» ’

nates see fig. 4-t: containing cpintiderues not already seen in the 

r-v-t data are included in Table 4-?. The electron sin les lata were 

used to deterrine internal conversion coefficients. Those lines foi which

conversion ^efficients were deduced are listed in Table 4-3 wit 

probable mul t ipolari ty ind results of ref : tfr? niul tipolarit ,es

and Se’tzer

being assigned by comparison with .'-eoretical values computed by Hager 

. Systematic trenos in the odd-mass gold nuclei were

used to identify the 233.4 keV line as the transition between the

11/2- and 9/2- levels in the hQ.» band (see Chapter V). Therefore.
9/2 pH

it was assigned a pure E2 multipolarity and used to normalize 

electron and gaiima efficiency calibrations.■BHThe results of the data analysis are presented in Figs. t-7 

as energy level schemes with spins and parities given where known.
I '

tations of these results are given in the next chapter. These

schemes are based on coincidence relationships and energy sums ar.d 
26 ’7 30)differences. Previous work ’ ' was used to help construct the
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It J k»\ fijkTE

Figure 4-4. Background-Svbtract d Coincidence Gates for the 103 keV 
tine in ^87m’9Hg Decay With Prompt and Delayed TAC Bounds.
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Figure 4-5. TAC Spectrum of the 103 keV Transition Between the 

^11/2 ar,d ^s/2 Bandheads. The transition is delayed due to shape 
isomerism, as discussed in Chapt. V.
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Table 4-3. Internal Conversion Coefficients and Multipolarity Assignsien’s far Lines h 
Decay 187l"> V87Au.

Theoretical aK x Present Work Bourgeois at a!.

Ev (keV) El E2 Ml Multipolarity x ,03 c! Mul ‘.ipolarj t

143.1 137 376 2225 5980 (1670) M, 3000 (1-300' Ml

153.7 115 321 1816 1702 (884) Ml + E2 1000 (300) 'll • 1.7

203.4 57 164 826 935 (178) Ml - 650 (1501 Ml * (U-

205.4 56 160 804 666 (131) Ml + E2 700 (150; Ml . (•?'
220.8* 46 134 658 344 (63) Ml + E2 280 (60; Ml + E?

** ♦♦
233.4 41 116 563 116 E2 ,10 (30) E?

240 3 38 108 520 158 (31) E2 120 (30! E?

252.0 33 96 456 223 (56) M, + E2 300 (12!

255.2 33 93 441 393 (106) Ml 380 (100! Ml

265.6 30 85 395 192 (173) Ml + E2

271.5 28 80 372 351 (56) 'll + E2 300 (60) 'll • 12

284.2 25 71 329 "3 (76) Ml
298.5* 22 63 288 23 (6) i 1

319.0 19 54 240 94 (33) E2 I -

322.8 19 52 233 439 (79) Ml + E2 +E0

334.6 17 48 211 47 (7) E2 42 (12) ■ f ?

349.2 16 43 1C8 250 (60) Ml 220 (5 Ml



Table 4-3. (continued)

Theoretical x 103 a) Present Work Bourgeois et al.

Ey (keV, • El E2 Ml
3 cl

x 10 Multipolarity >K x 103 Multipolarity

363.4 14 39 169 <300 Ml 230 (60) Ml

376J 13 36 154 84(12) Ml + E2 110 (30) Ml +

381.9 13 35 148 87 (58) Mi + £2

387.9 12 34 142 436 (141) Ml + E2 + EQ

393.1 12 33 137 137 (38) Ml ,60 (40) Ml

407.3 11 30 125 287(165) Ml
10.7 11 30 122 170 (40) Ml ,30 (30) Ml

429.8 10 26 108 88 (10) Ml * E2

438.7 9 25 102 32 (7) M1 + £2 34 (8) M’ + E2

449.3 9 24 96 21 (3) £2 27 (6) E2

459.4 9 23 90 62 (26) Ml + £2 ,20 (30) Ml

461.9 8 23 89 34 (6) M1 + E2 80 (20) Mi * E2

470.1 8 22 85 30 (7) E2 26 (7) £2

472.6 8 22 84 28 (9) £2 <40 Ml + E2
476* 8 21 82 <d)

f|4,2 8 20 79 158 (41) Ml
7 19 73 61 (10) Ml 80 (20) Ml

501.6 7 19 72 <100 'El)



Table 4-3. (continued;

Theoretical1 aK \ io3 a) Present Work Bourgeois
, '7 t)

Ey (keV) E1 E2 Ml -K X ]°3 C) Multipolarity *K x 103 c ' Mu’ tipoidf

525.2 6 17 64 44 (6) Ml + E2 b5 (10) Ml

537.0 6 16 60 32 (24) Ml + E2 - 10 , nx

564.4 6 15 53 20 (10)

582.5 5 14 49 19 (5) Ml + E2

602.5 5 13 45 53 (23) Ml . ? 40 (0) Ml
624.8* ** 4 12 40 6 (1! • i

639.1 4 11 38 30 (6) Ml r E2 , 33 (61 mi » a t :

* Multiply assigned.
** «Normalized to pure E2.

(a) ref. 85

(b) ref. 30

(c) Errors are in pare theses and indicate uncertainties in the Iggt significant figures reporte j.

(d) Bourgeois et al. report <a^ = 0.043 ± 0.010 for the 475.8 keV line and lf. = 0.85 . 0.?( for u.* 

476.6 keV line with multipolarity assignments of Ml + E2 and Ml. respect-vely.



> *

Sands. Coincidences 8“e denoted by •
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Figure 4-7 (c). Decay Scheme for 187ta»9Hg; Part III - The Levels Below 

1122 keV Associated with and ’l3/2 Bands. Coincidences are denoted 
by •

W*um



Figure 4-7 (d). Decay Scheme for 187m*9H9’ Part IV - The Levels Above 

1122 keV Associated with the hg/2 and i]3/2 Bands. Coincidences are de
noted by • . Levels below 1122 keV not populated by transitions
from levels above 1122 keV are not shown.
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intensities from a different experiment (Run l-b), and a consistent 

normalization between the two was never achieved. The results presented 

here were arrived at for the most na»*t f«*<yw the ■ - -t and ,-multiscaled 

data during Run l-b.

187 187Analysis of the Au decay data was similar to that for Hg

oecay. Gated coincidence spectra were generated on the Tennecomp system

from list data taken during the experiment and these spectra, with the

singles spectra, were analyzed with the SEL-840A. Fits of strong peaks

were made in each multiscaled plane, and a halflife of 8.4 + 1.8 min was 

187
determined for the Au decay, in agreement with refs. 15, 28.

Energies and intensities of assigned lines are given in Tables 4-4,

coincidence relationships are shown in fables 4-5, and the data are

presented in an energy level scheme in Fig. 4-8. Previous work^’1®^

was used to help construct the energy level scheme. The ground state 

187spin in Pt has been measured as 3/2 in atomic beam experiments at 

Uppsala1^.
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Table 4-4(a). Energies and Relative Intensities o ' vnma Rays placed 
in the Decay 187Au+187Pt.

■y (keV) a) j a,b)
Y

\ (kel
f) a) j a,b)

49.0 (4)c 546.0 (2) 10.7 (5)
51.5 3)^ 559.7 (2) 13.7 (6)
64.9 (4)" 560.2 (4) 21.3 (8)
74.6 (3)c 577.9 (2) 4.1 (3)

112.7 (4) <1 582.8 (2) 4.8 (3)
116.0 (2) 3.1 (2) 590.9 (2) 7.4 (4)
126.8 (4) 2.9 (9) 595.1 (2) 6.1 (4)
137.9 (4) 5.3 (10) 609.2 (2) 7.8 (4)
165.0 (2) 3.4 (2) 611.0 (4) 1.5 (4)
166.5 (2) 6.1 (3) 620.7 (2) 23.3 (8)
181*3 (2) 14.5 (9) 625.1 (2) 3.1 (5)
185 26.5 (40) 634.8 (2) 16.3 (6)
186.1 (3) 7.3 (40) 706.1 (2) 26.1 (20)
190.7 (2) 17.2 (10) 706.6 (4) <5
208.5 (3) 1.5 (13) 720.2 (2) 14.0 (5)
209.2 (2) 3.4 (14) 729.9 (2) 5.9 (10)
213.8 (2) 5.9 (3) 731.0 (3) 2.4 (9)
235.6 (3) 8.3 (8) 773.2 (5) 5.3 (ID
236.9 (3) 7.6 (8) 781.2 (2) 2.6 (4)
247.6 (2) 14.6 (9) 832.9 (2) 15.0 (5)
251.4 (2) 14.8 (12) 900.0 (4) <2
260.7 (2) 2.7 (2) 914.5 (2) 40.7 HO)
263.0 (2) 1.4 (2) 981.7 (3) 2.8 (8)
317.3 (5) 2.6 (5) 1052.4 (5) <2
351.7 (2) 13.2 (7) 1080.1 (2) 4.6 (4)
354.9 (3) 2.6 (2) 1119.6 (4) 1.8 (3)
369.1 (2) 10.3 (5) 1150.1 (4) 1.9 (5)
374.3 (2) 10.1 (10) 1172.5 (4) 2.4 (9)
374.8 (4) 6.8 (10) 1189.3 (2) 13.2 (5)
390.3 (2) 16.5 (8) 1266.3 (2) 34.0 (7)
400.7 !!i 10.1 (5) 1331.7 (2) 100
416.6 7.6 (4) 1383.9 (3) 4.5 (5)
422.9 (2) 4.7 (3) 1408.0 (2) 40.5 (7)
426.3 (2) 25.3 (12) 1417.7 (5) 7.6 (4)
429.5 2 8.9 it! 1428.6 (6) 2.0 (5)
433.5 (2) 2.4 1439.4 (5) 2.4 !!!
456.6 (2) 6.7 (5) 1519.7 (3) 2.4
468.4
482.4

!ii* 6.0
3.6

(4)
(3)

1601.4
1643.0

!ii 2.5
1.9

Si

492.8 (4)** 1.4 (2) 1727.7 (2) 9.7 (6)
(4)508.0 (4) 1756.2 (2) 10.2

541.9 (2) 5.5 (4) 1767.0 (5) 4.9 (3)
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Table 4-4(a) (continued)

E (keV?^ I a t>) E~ (keV)^ r a’b^

Y Y_________ Y Y

1777.8 (2) 7.1 (4) 
1826.1 (3) 4.0 (4) 
1964.0 (3) 13.8 (10) 
1987.0 (3) 13.0 (5)

1991.2 (3) 14.9 (14)
2007.6 (3) 8.2 (5)
2016.8 (2) 10.3 (4)
2027.7 (4) 16.4 (5)

Not placed in decay scheme.

Seen in electron data only.

(a) Errors are in parentheses and indicate uncertainties in the last 

significant figures reported.

(b) Intensities are relative to I (1331.7) = 100.0.

(c) Energies determined from energy differences of known levels.
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Table 4-4(b). Energies and Relative Intensities of Gamma Rays 
187 187Assigned to Au-> Pt Decay but not r.aced in the Decay Scheme. 

Only lines w;th I > 3 are included.

Ey (keV) a) (b) ! d,b)
Y

Ev (keV) a) ! a,b)

252.6 (2) 9.5 (5) 1399.0 (3) 3.3 (5)
405.6 (2) 3.9 (5) 1433.6 (3) 12.8 (6)
413.3 (3) 5.9 (6) 1452.1 (3) 23.4 (6)
552.7 (4) 3.9 (20) 1474.2 (4) 3.1 (5)
575.7 (2) 3.4 (3) 1477.6 (4) 3.2 (5)
614.0 (2) 4.2 (3) 1612.3 (4) 3.0 (5)
786.0 (2) 3.0 (4) 1640.7 (3) 3.7 (4)
937.5 (3) 5.1 (6) 1805.7 (3) 5.0 (4)
959.1 (2) 3.8 (3) 1834.2 (4) 3.5 (5)

1007.6 (3) 5.0 (17) 1847.7 (4) 5.3 (5)
1145.1 (3) 3-4 (12) 1876.8 (4) 3.4 (6)
1253.1 (3) 3.2 (4) 1909.8 (3) 8.8 (9)
1277.2 (3) 3.5 (4) 1943.1 (4) 3.0 (5)
1313.6 (2) 26.4 (8) 2056.1 (3) 11.1 (4)
1359.2 (3) 6.7 (8) 2085.3 (3) 9.7 (4)
1378.9 (3) 6.7 (6) 2105.5 (5) 3.8 (6)

(a) Errors are in parentheses and indicate uncertainties in the last 

significant figures reported.

(b) Intensities are relative to I (1331.7) = 100.0.
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lablc 4-5{ '. Coincidence
1R7. 187n, c ,

Au-> Pt Decay Scheme.

Relationships of Gamma Rays Placed in the

Gate Energy (keV) a'
Coincidences

116.0 M: 235.6, ann
W: 133, 310, 1374

181.3 S: 235.6, 590.9
M: 559.7
W: 300, 329, 1060, 1149

185 {unassigned) S: 345, 390.3
M: 131 , 469, 602
W: 445, 455, 481, 769, 1459, 1908, 2234

186.1 S: 247.6, 374.3, 832.9
M: 706.1, 1080.1, 1756.1
W: 1767.0, 1777.8

190.7 S: 235.6
M: 319, 559.7, 590.9, 832.9
W: 429, ann, 629, 633, 723, 767, 1088, 1644

208.5 M: 706.1

209.2 M: 247.6
W. 1122

213.8 M: 1118, 1189.3
W: 237, 559, 914, 1052

235.6 S: 181.3, 190.7, 914.6
M: 165.1, 699
W: 174, 1492

236.9 ; M: 1189.3

247.6 S: 251.4, 832.9
M: 209.2, 260.7
W: 134, ann, 898, 1520, 1573

251.4 S: 247.6, 832.9
M: 374.3, 390, 456
W: ann, 688, 1080

251 (delayed) M: 162, 170, 187



Table 4-5(a) (continued)

Gate Energy (keV) a)
Coincidences

o)

260.7 M
. W

351.7 $ 
M 
W

354.9 M

369.1 S

374.3 S

374.8 M

390.3 S 
M 
W

400.7 $
M 
w

416.6 M 
U

422.9 M

426.3 S 
M 
W

456.6 H

468.4 S 
W

482.4 S
H

541.9 W

546.0 S

247.6
165.6, 374.3, 390, 621, 705

914.5
354.9, ann
1068, 1172.5

369.1, 426.3, 559.7

914.5

186.1, 251.4, 706.1

914.5

185, 469
482.4
204, 251 800, 844, 937, 1384

914.5
224, 258, 354.9, 426, 1172.5 
192, 263, 494, 658, 664, 1100

220, 625, 959
706, 914.5

634.8

914.5
208.5, 354.9, ann, 981.7, 1172.5 
172, 193, 410, 450, 608, 1008 

252, 832.9

390.3
185

390.3
832.9

332, 430, 1417.7

720.2
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Table 4-5(a) (continued)

Gate Energy Coincidences

559.7 S: 354.9, 492.8, 590.9, 706.5, 729.7, 781.2
M: 426.3, ann
W: 606, 854

560.2 S: 706.1, 731.0

577.9 S: ann, 706.0
W: 185

582.8 no coinc.

590.9 S: 181.3, 559.7
W: 190.7

599.1 W: ann

609.2 S: 706.1, 731.0

611.0 no coinc.

620.7 S: 720.2
M: 247, 288, ann, 562, 683

625.1 M: 416, 706.1

634.8 S: 422.9, 706.0
M: 234, 376, 772, 799

706.1 S: 208.5, 374.3, 560.2, 577.9, 609.2, 634.8
M: 260.7, 426.3, ann, 625.1

706.6 8: 559.7

706 (unassigned) l»l: 310, 327, 486

720.2 S: 546.0, 520.;
M: ann, 595.1, 611.0, 1114

729.9 2: 559.7
W: 249

773.2 W: 233, 560.2, 634.8

781.2 M: 250, 559.7



Table 4-5(a). (continued)

Gate Energy (keV) Coincidences

832.9 S:
M:
W:

186.1, 247.6, 433.5, 456.6 
251.4, 314
130, 209.2, 323

914.5 S: 235.6, 351.7, 369.1, 400.7
M: 190.7, 374.8, ann

981.7 W: 351.7, 426.3, 696

1080.1 M: 251.4

1119.6 W: 209.2, ann

1172.5 W: 400.7, 426.3

1189.3 S: 213.8
M: 236.9
W: 132, 262

1266.3 M: ann

1331.7 S: ann
. W: 307, 414, 687

1383.0 M; 390.3
W: 185, 251

1408.0 M: ann

1417.7 M: 541.9

1428.6 W: 541.9

1439.4 W: 202, 541.9

1601.4 W: 425.3

1643.0 W: 426.3

1727.7 M: 213.8

1756.2 S: 186.1, 251.4
M: 209.2
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Table 4-5(a). (continued)

Gate Enerqy Coincidences

1767.0 M: 186.1

1777.8 M: 186.1

1826.1 W: 181.3, 190.7

1964.0 no coinc.

1987.0 no coinc.

1991.2 no coinc.

2007.6 no coinc.

2016.8 no coinc.

2027.7 no coinc.

(a) Energies for multiplets unresolved in the singles data are determined 

as described in the text. Each multiplet component and its coincidences 

are listed separately with unassigned coincidences listed after the last 

component.

(b) Coincidences are identified as S (strong, >90% confidence in 

assignment), M (moderate, >70% confidence inassignment), or U (weak,

>40% confidence in assignment). Exact energies are given for assigned 

coincidences, approximate energies for unassigned.

(c) ann denotes annihilation line (511 keV).



Table 4-S(b). Coincidence Relationships of Gama Rays Assigned to the 
187 187

Decay Au* Pt but not Placed in the Decay Scheme. Only lines with

I 3 are included.

Gate Energy (keV)______ Coincidences

a:
M:

ann
264, 671

614.0 no coinc.

786.0 U: 181, 420, 486, 630

937.5 W: 193, 467, 816

959.1 W: 183, 224, 416, 472

1145.1 W: 182, 237, 334

1229.0 no coinc.

1253.1 no cninc.

1318.6 W: ann

1378.9 no coinc.

1433.6 W: 322, ann

1452.1 M: ann

1805.7 no coinc.

1847.7 U: 190, 234, ann

1909.8 no coinc.

2056.1 no coinc.

2085.3 no coinc.

(a) Coincidence energies are accurate to ± 2 ke¥.
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CHAPTER V

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The two nuclei studied in this work are in the "transitinnai"

region between the strongly deformed nuclei in mid-shell and the 

208
double shell closure at Pb. The odd-A transitional nuclei in 

5 6)
this region have been interpreted by Heyer ter Vehn * as the coupling

of a pure-j nucleon to a triaxial core. This asymmetric rotor model

has met with varying degrees of success and is used as the theoretical

basis underlying this work because of its simplicity (see Chapter II).

This model readily reproduces several phenomena observed in the

transitional region: Both particle and hole spectra are observed,

and both oblate and prolate shapes exist in this region. In particular,

an oblate-to-prelate shape transition is observed in the hg^ bands

of the odd-mass gold nuclei as they become more neutron deficient.

This shape change manifests itself in the transition from a strongly 
191-195

coupled hg^ ban<l structure in the nuclei Au to a decoupled

hg^2 band structure in Au (see Chapter II and Fig. 5-3). The

asymmetric rotor model as interpreted by Heyer ter Vehn is equally 

capable of describing particle and hole couplings to a triaxial core, 

oblate or prolate, and can reproduce this trend in the hg^^ band in 

the gold nuclei.

All Meyer ter Vehn calculations presented in this work ire 

the "standard" parameters of refs. 5 and 6, These standard parameters
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are determined from experimental energy spectra of the neighboring

even-even tore nuclei, and no attempt has been made to fit the odd-A

spectra by varying these model parameters. The addition of the odd

nucleon to the even-even core, however, may polarize the core such

that the standard parameters should be modified to represent the

effect!, v cere seen bj the nw.icuii. This polar izat ion effect raises

the question of whether well-defined rigid triaxial shapes exist.

Microscopic calculations^’^7) predict that the transitional nuclei

are .-soft, whereas the Meyer ter Vehn calculation of the asymmetric

rotor assumes a rigid triaxial shape. This question of triaxiality has

recently been explored by Girod and Grammaticos 1 and Baktash et al.

Girod and Grammaticos find that, on the basis of Hartree - Fock -

Bogolyubov calculations, static triaxial shapes are rare, but point

out that y-softness leads to dynamic triaxiality in a number of cases.

Baktash et al. find that experimental measurements favor a y-soft 

194core over a rigid triaxial shape for Rt. The y-softness of the

187transitional nuclei is further discussed below in relation to the Au

nucleus.

The existence of shape isomerism in the odd-mass gold nuclei 

26 72 88) 187has recently been demonstrated ’ ’ The Au nucleus studied

in the present work also exhibits shape isomerism. T’ is isomerism is

due to the different core shapes available for coupling to the odd 
’87nucleon. For ’ Au, the odd proton can couple as a particle (in the

186orbital, for example) to the prolate Pt core or as a hole (in 

the h|^2 orbital , for example) to the oblate Hg core. Gamma-ray 

transitions between members of the hgyg and bands will then be
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hindered by the shape t.hange, as discussed below, in addition to the 

+ 186 183
ground state bands, there are excited 0 s'ates in tin? Pt and Hq

cores which have collective structure associated with them and which

should also couple to the odd nucleon. One of the major objectives

of the present wort is the location of the states due to the coupling

+ .-133of the odd Droton to these (1,, States in the rnre nurl»i. For the »g
£

137 +
core, ustu with hole states in Au, the 0^ state has a strongly

deforced shape?^ such that flilsson states should appear in the odd

proton coupling. Candidates for these Nilsson states have been found 

186and are discussed be’ow. The Pt core, used with the particle 

187 +
states in Au, also has an excited 0 state but its structure is not 

understood at present. The coupling of the odd proton to this state 

has also been observed in the present work and may require the introduc

tion of a new isomeric nuclear degree of freedom, as discussed below.

It should be pointed out that the use of nuclear systematics 

187played an important role in constructing the Au energy level scheme. 

Previous work at UNISOR on 195^11,88,89) an(j current UNISOR work

on l^Au^O) were use<j t0 follow systematic trends of the energy levels 

197in the odd-mass gold nuclei from the stable Au nucleus to the 

region far from stability under study in the present work. Further 

details on the use of these systematics are given below.

187 187The nucleus Pt was studied in the decay (8.4 min) Au+(2.4
187hr) Pt as described in Chapter III and the energy level scheme 

(Fig. 4-9) constructed from the coincidence data. Previous work^6’^8^ is 

confirmed and supplemented by the present work with a few points of
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disagreement. It should be pointed out, however, that the present study 

is incomplete for the following reasons. First, as noted in Chapter IV, 

the conversion electron data were of low quality due to poor statistics 

and the unavailability of equipment to observe low energy (E < 30 

keV) conversion electrons of the transitions between the lew energy 

levels in the scheme. Thus, there is a lack of conversion coefficients 

to help make spin assignments throughout the scheme, and an absence of 

coincidence information at low energy. Secondly, the Au decay

spectra were contaminated with ^8^m’^Hg decay lines, since the mass 

187 187chain was entered at T1 or Hg in each experiment (see Table 3-1). 

Finally, as discussed in greater detail below, the decay scheme is 

unusua1ly complex,

24)
In-beam reaction spectroscopy has clearly established the

existence of the neutron band in isomeric

187 251
transition of 117 keV has been observed with in-beam studies of Pt

and it has been interpreted as the transition depopulating the 11/2+

22)bandhead ' of the ban<^‘ The 7/2- level fed by this decay has not

been located relative to the ground state, which has a spin of 3/2^8’^\

This 117 keV transition is observed in the gamma and electron singles

spectra of the present work, but its isomeric nature (T^? = 311 us)

prohibits its appearance in coincidence data. Since it appears that 

187 187
only the 1/2+ ground state of Au decays to Pt (see Chapter IV),

187only low-spin states of Pt are populated. Therefore, only low-spin 

members of the i^yg neutron bantl are directly populated, and the 11/2+ 

bandhead decay observed in the present work occurs through indirect 

population of this level from low-spin members of thu band. These
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low-spin levels have not been located in the present work. The

asymmetric rotor model calculations of Meyer ter VehnJ'^^ appear tn

. • 18 22 91dpSCribP V ♦ ho i. b^nHr in thn nrlH-A r> nm i^n*nnnr ' ’
. . I 5/ { - ‘ • - • • - -' -'

13 7In zPt, the enerqy spacings of the favored decoupled members of the

• 133band more closely resemble the energy spacings of the Pt ground

186
state band than they do the ‘ Pt ground state band. Thus the Meyer ter 

187
Vehn calculation describes the nucleus Pt as a neutron hole in a

188n„
Pt core.

1 ry-t
The keys to constructing the Pt level scheme (Fig. 4-9) were 

the six levels below 100 keV (including the ground state). Transitions 

between these levels are reported in ref. 18. In the present work, 

these levels are further established by the observation of coincidences 

between higher energy transitions. For example, the level at 426.3 keV 

is populated by the intense 914.6 keV gamma ray from the level at 

1340.9 keV. The 914.6 keV gamma ray is in coincidence with the 351.7, 

369.1, 374.8, 400.7, 416.6 and 426.3 keV gamma rays. These gamma rays 

thus decay to the levels at 74.6, 57.2, 51.5, 25.6, and 9.3 keV and the 

ground state, respectively. The level at 1340.9 keV similarly decays 

to other levels which subsequently decay to these low energy levels.

The 559.7, 706.1, 720.2, 832.9, 1052.2, 1080.2, and 1150.2 keV 

transitions depopulate the 1340.9 keV level to the levels at 781.2,

634.8, 620.7, 508.0, 288.4, 260.7, and 190.7 keV, respectively.

Coincidence gates on the gamma rays depopulating the 1340.S keV level 

then show coincidences with other gamma rays, some of which decay to 

the energy levels below 100 keV. There is also a level at 1408.0 keV 

which exhibits the same pattern and several levels above 2 MeV can
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also be consistently fit into this pattern.

One point of disagreement between the present work and ref. 18

is the placement of the 1131.7 keV transition, the most intense gamma
137 18)

ray observed in Au decay. Bourgeois et al. ' place this 

transition between a level at 1383.3 keV und the 51.5 keV level while 

the present assignment is between the 1340.9 keV and 9.3 keV levels.

If Bourgeois et al. are correct, there should be a coincidence observed 

between the 1332 keV gamma ray and the 51.5 keV electron. This 

coincidence is not seen in the present work. As noted above, however, 

the e-y-t data of the present work do not have the statistics necessary 

to rule out -ompletely the assignment of ref. 18. However, the ability 

to fit this 1332 keV transition into the decay scheme described above 

strengthens the present assignment. This question of assignment

can be resolved in future work by using the pre-acceleration electron 

92)
detector currently under construction for use at UNISOR , whi :h will 

allow the detection of low-energy electrons, e.g., the 9.3 keV electron 

in this case.

The nature and origin of the low-energy states in the odd-A

platinum isotopes are not understood, so little can be said about the 

18)
coupling scheme applicable to them. Bourgeois et al. -report 

experimental transition probabilities between some of these levels 

which are enhanced relative to single-particle estimates, indicating 

collective character. In addition to these low-energy levels, there 

are several other notable structural aspects observed in the present 

work. The coincidence gate at 251 keV is found to have a delayed 

component as well as the prompt component alreaoy assigned. This



indicates some form of isomerism in ^‘jZPt. The delayed component has not 

been placed in the decay scheme of the present work, and the low 

counting rate resulting in poor statistics prevents a measurement of 

the isomeric lifetime. Coincidences with this delayed component are 

1isted in Table 4-4.

Another aspect of the present scheme is the large amount of

feeding of levels at 1340 and 1408 keV and several levels above 2 MeV.

These levels are obviously low-spin states, since they decay to low-spin 

187
states in Pt and are populated by beta decay from the 1/2+ ground 

187state in Au. Values of log (ft) for these states have not been 

187computed because the amount of beta decay to the Pt ground state 

(3/2-) is not known.

One final feature of the present work is a group of transitions

not placed in the level scheme but showing coincidences between its

members. These transitions are included in Tables 4-2(a) and 4-4(a)

even though they can not be unambiguously placed in the level scheme.

This group includes the 185, 390, 469, 482, and 1383 keV transitions.

Finally; it should be noted that in addition to the '•-J3/2 

188coupling to the Pt ground band, there are other possible coupling 

187schemes for the odd neutron in Pt. There are both particle and

hole states available in this neutron region which could couple to the 

186ground and excited bands in Pt and to the ground and excited bands

in ^88Pt, respectively. Also, the low-lying levels of ^77-185pt have

lfi 18 93 94)recently been shown ’ ’ ’ ' to be strongly deformed (Nilsson)

187
states, implying that such states tnay occur at low energy in Pt.

Some of the unplaced transitions in the present work may be due to

99
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these couplings but more study is needed in order to conclusively 

elucidate these coupling schemes.

l«/„__ _Au

187
In the Meyer ter Vehn model, the nucleus Au is pictured

either as a proton particle coupled to the even-even 186Pt core, or 

188as a proton hole coupled to the even-even Hg core. As seen in a 

Nilsson diagram of this region (Fig. 2-3), the proton hole states 

available are the d^/2’ 85/2’ an8 ^11'2 states- The particle states 

available are the s-^ ar>d The "intruder" states, hg^g and ai3/2’ 

which cross the major Z = 82 closed shell from above at the deforma

tion encountered in the light odd-mass gold nuclei. These i truder 

states have been attributed to a variety of effects^8-!88).

The hg^ and |/2 sTates are the best candidates for a Meyer

ter Vehn asymmetric rotor model assignment, since they are of high-spin

and pure-j, i.e., they have opposite parity to all other neighboring

states and thus do not mix with them. The h^^ and ^n/2 states do not

mix with each other due to their respective particle and hole

characters. Calculations using the Meyer ter Vehn computer code

ASQRT were performed at ORNL on the IBM-360. The calculations utilized

the standard parameters of refs. 5 and 6 as described above. Results

of these calculations are compared with experiment in Figs. 5-2, 5-4, and 

1 875-6. Each band in Au is separately di cussed below.

h^^2Band

The systematic trend of members of the h^ /2 band (Fig. 5-1) is 

seen to vary smoothly for the nuclei ^8^"^95Au. All of these bands
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Au Au Au Au Au Au

Figure 5-1. Systematics of Members of the Bantl 1n 1B5"195Au
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are decoupled, which can be interpreted as a proton hole coupled to an 

oblate Hg core for each (see Chapter II), and indicates that these cores 

are stable against changing neutron number. The j, j+2 energy differ

ences correspond closely to the 2^ energies of the respective Hg cores.

A Meyer ter Vehn calculation was performed for the band

in Au to obtain energy levels and transition probabilities. The 

standard parameters for this band are (2 = 0.14 and y = 36°, i.e., it 

1s oblate. The theoretical energy levels are compared with experiment 

in Figure 5-2 where they are seen to agree fairly well both in energy 

and in ordering of levels for j <11/2 and for the 7/2- state, which 

is a member of the favored decoupled band. The transition probabilities 

are listed in Table 5-1 for the 9/2- +• 11/2- and 9/2- -+ 7/2- transi

tions. The B(E2, and B(M1) values are those computed with the Meyer 

ter Vehn code, whereas the energies of the transitions are thosa 

experimentally observed. The ratio of the 9/2- ■+ 7/2- and 9/2- * 11/2- 

theoretical intensities is 0.5 while the ratio of the experimental 

intensities is 0.9. Tnus the Meyer tar Vehn calculation results in 

qualitative agreement with experiment.

The 11/2- bandhead decays via an Ml transition to the hg^ 

bandhead with a 48 ns halflife. This transition is delayed owing to 

the change in shape from the oblate h^^ bandhead to the prolate hg/2 

bandhead. Comparison of this halflife to that predicted by the 

Weisskopf single-particle estimate^^) yields a hindrance factor of

103

The hg/2 band systematics, unlike the h^^ band, show a
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Table 5-1. Au Theoretical Gamma-Ray Transition Probabilities.

Band J1 Jf E*(MeV) B(E2)**e2b2 B(M1)**nm2 T(E2)/ps T(Ml)/ps Ttot'Ps Rel. Int.

hn/2 9/2- 11/2- 0.616 0.2943 0.3060 0.3187 1.2588 1.5775 3.3

h11/2 9/2- 7/2- 0.363 0.1217 0.9916 0.0094 0.8348 0.8442 3.1

h9/2 11/2- 13/2- 0.143 0.0114 0.2060 8 x 10"7 0.0106 0.0106 3.9

h9/2 11/2- 9/2- 0.376 0.3822 0.2626 0.0351 0.2457 0.2808 44.9

h9/2 15/2- 11/2- 0.319 0.7216 —— - 0.0291 —* 0.0291 3.4

hg/2 15/2- 13/2- 0.462 0.2772 0.1947 0.0712 0.3379 0.4091 12.3

h9/2 , 13/2-’ 13/2- 0.602 0.0456 0.0097 0.0440 0.0372 0.0812 3.3

h9/2 13/2-’ 9/2- 0.836 0.0304 -— . 0.1516 j—- 0.1516 5.6

h9/2 13/2-’ 11/2- 0.460 0.3664 0.2878 0.0921 0.4930 0.5851 5.7

Experimental value

Theoretical value calculated from the Meyer ter Vehn prescription of the asymmetric rotor model.
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dramatic change in the level order as the neutron number changes (Fig. 

191-1955-3). For Au the hg/-> band is strongly coupled, i.e., the level

order is J. j+1, i+2, . . . which indicates a Droton Darticlp counted 

to an oblate shape in the corresponding even platinum core (see 

Chapter II). Between Au and Au, the level ordering changes to

a decoupled pattern which indicates prolate shapes for tne platinum 

185—189
core nuclei corresponding to Au. Thus the even-even Pt nuclei

appear to be unstable against changing neutron number.

187
For Au, the Meyer ter Vehn standard shape parameters are

8 = 0.20 and y = 19.6°. The theoretical energy level scheme obtained

from these parameters is compared to the experimental level scheme in

Fig. 5-4. Although the experimental and theoretical energies disagree,

the spin sequence is generally reproduced and every predicted level is

accounted for in the experimental spectrum up to j = 17/2. The

theoretical energies of the high-spir states, as noted in Chapter II,

62 63lcan be lowered by using a variable-iw,mer.t-of-inertia (VMI) model ’ ,

thus obtaining better agreement with experiment.

Theoretical transition probabilities are presented in Table 5-1 

for selected transitions in the hg/? band. Again, experimental energies 

and theoretical reduced transition probabilities are used to compute 

the total transition probabilities. The experimental and theoretical 

intensity ratios are again in qualitative agreement, as seen in Table 

5-2.

The hg/? bandhead decays via a 101.2 keV E3 transition to the 

3/2+ level at 19.5 keV. Since this transition is from a prolate shape 

to an oblate shape and from a particle to a hole configuration, it
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Figure 5-3. Systematics of Members of the h,g/2 Band in 185-195Au.
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Table 5-2. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Transition
1A 7

Probabilities in Au.

Il/I2
Band Transition 1 Transition 2 Theory Expt

hn/2 9/2- - 7/2- 9/2- -11/2- 0.5 0.9

hg/2 11/2- - 9/2- 11/2- -13/2- 26.5 11.5

h9/2 15/2— -13/2- 15/2- -11/2- 14 1.5

h9/2 13/2-'—13/2- 13/2-'- 9/2- 0.5 0.6

h9/2 13/2-’—11/2- 13/2-’-13/2- 7.2 1.7

h9/2 13/2-'—11/2- 13/2—'- 9/2- 3.8 1.0



should be hindered. If the hindrance factor is assumed to be the same as 

4
that of the h,,,, handbead tn h. bandhnad trancitinn, i.p., in , tbp 

11/2 a/c

resulting halflife for an E2 gamma-ray transition is 8 min. Analysis of

the multiscaled conversion electron data, however, shows that the 101.2 

187
keV transition decays with a halflife of 2.2 min, i.e., that of the Hg 

parent, and the decay curve is smooth so that any delay in this transi

tion is probably less than 15 sec, which is the duration of the multi-

30)
scaled plane. Bourgeois et al. suggest a 20 ns halflife based on a

Weisskopf estimate. Also, atomic beam experiments indicate the presence 

187of only the 1/2 ground state in Au, although an earlier in-beam 

29)reaction spectroscopy measurement by Heiser et al. ‘ indicated a level

187
with a halflife of 142 ms in Au. The energy of this transition, 

however, was reported as 162 keV.

18fi
In addition to the ground band in Pt, there is a second band

whose 0+ bandhead is 472 keV above the ground state. The odd proton 

187in Au should also be coupled to this band. Only particle states in 

187 lfifi
Au can couple to Pt, so the hg^2 and s}/2 are the on^ states

which can couple to this excited band. Six members of a second hg^2 

187band in Au have been identified in the present work: the 9/2- 

Oandhead, the 13/2- member, and, tentatively, the 11/2-, 13/2,,-,

15/2- and 17/2- members.

The spins and parities of the 9/2- and 11/2- levels in this 

second hg/2 band have been determined from the conversion coefficients 

of the transitions connecting these levels to the analogous levels in 

the first hg^2 band. The 9/2- ■* 9/2- transition energy is 32c.8 keV,

109
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and its internal conversion coefficient is = 0.439 + 0.079,

correspondina to an Ml + E2 + EO multipolarity assignment (see Table 4-3). 

The 13/2- -- 13/2- transition energy is 387.9 keV, and its conversion 

coefficient is = 0.436 + 0.141, again corresponding to a multipolarity 

assignment of Ml + E2 + E0. The conversion coefficient of the 322.8 keV 

transition deduced in earlier and independent UNISOR studies^) -jS 

Ik = 0.373 + 0.030. This anomalous conversion coefficient was inter

preted in ref. 105 as arising from M2 + E3 multipolarity, with the 

assignment solely based on conversion electron and gamma-ray singles 

measurements. However, when coincidence information is taken into account, 

this multipolarity is ruled out, since an M2 + E3 transition would be 

too slow to be seen in coincidence, whereas the 322.8 keV transition 

shows strong prompt coincidence relationships (see Table 4-3). The same 

argument holds for the 387.9 keV transition. Thus both the 322.8 

and 387.9 keV transitions have been assigned an E0 component in the 

present work. The spin and parity of the 11/2- member of this second 

hg/g band were assigned on the basis of coincidences with gamma-rays 

depopulating levels of known spin and parity. A conversion coefficient 

could not be deduced for this line from the present data.

Previous studies of ^®^Hg decayreport both the 323 and 388 

keV transitions but do not report conversion coefficients for either - 

and do not place the 323 keV transition i i the energy level scheme.

It does, however, report the same strong coincidences for both the 388 

and 323 keV transitions as seen in the present work and places the 388 

keV transitions as in the present work, but fails to recognize the 

significance of the level.
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Three other members of this second hg/? band have been tentatively

identified. These levels were placed with systematics and coincidence

relationships. The 13/2- 9/2- and 11/2- ■* 9/2- gamma-ray energies

in the second hg/? band are found to fit the odd-A gold systematics 

189diagram at a fictitious mass location just below Au (Fig. 5-3)

The other members of this band were thus assumed to be rear the energies 

predicted at this point on the systematics diagram, e.g., systematics 

predict the 17/2- member to lie -400 keV above the 13/2- member and a 

425 keV transition is found in the coincidence data that feeds the 13/2- 

level. Similarly, the second 13/2- member and the 15/2- member of the 

second hg/? oand were tentatively identified by looking for coincidences 

near the energies predicted for them by systematics. These two levels, 

however, are not as firmly established as the 17/2- member.

An estimate of the E0 strength parameter p can be made from the

present data for the 388 keV transition by making a few additional

assumptions. Since the 298 keV transition is assumed to be the 13/2- -*

9/2- transition, its lifetime can be approximated by the lifetime of a 

189
similar E2 transition of Au, known from ref. 106. The total 

halflife of the 13/2- level is then computed using the measured gamma-ray 

and conversion electron intensities of the transitions depopulating 

this level. The partial .lalflife of the level due to E0 conversion 

electrons is then computed and thus the E0 transition probability 

obtained. The strength function is computed from^07^

? Wp(EO)
» (“> ■ ifekT (5-’>
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where Wg(EO) is the transition probability of EO conversion electrons and 

Z,k) is tabulated in ref. 108. The strength function thus deduced is 

p : 0.6. A similar strength function is obtained for ^Zr where p = 0.5

for the 0+ > o| transition. This large value of p(E0) for 100Zr is 

attributed to a slight mixing of the two 0+ states. However, ref. 109 

also points out that these 0+ states have a very different nature since 

they do not mix enough to repel each other as strongly as states of like 

nature are commonly belived to do.

For the second hgy2 hand to occur where it does on the hg^ 

systematics diagram, two minima in the potential energy surface would 

be required in close proximity with respect to the deformation 

parameters 6, y, i.e., there would have to be a large potential barrier 

between these two minima. A simple interpolation of the hg^2 systematics 

yields 6 = 0.18, y = 20° for the second ^^Au hgy2 band, compared to 

6 ■* 0.20, y ~ 20° for the first ^^Au hg^2 band. Potential energy 

surface calculations*^’*^), however, predict that the platinum nuclei 

are very y-soft. This would prevent the existence of such a large 

barrier between two points so closely spaced in the 8 - y plane.

This second hgy2 band may thus require an additional nuclear 

degree of freedom. Two possible candidates for such a degree of freedom 

are inertia parameter isomerism and pairing isomerism, both mentioned 

in Chapter II. These degrees of freedom enter through the moment of 

inertia = f (inertial parameters, pairing). If fluctuations in 

the inertial parameters^9) are responsible for the second hg^2 band, 

it is only fortuitous that the band fits the systematics where it does.
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It could turn out that r and y are not the values given by systematic 

predictions and the band spacing still fit the systematics diagram. 

Regardless of whether it is the inertial parameters or two minima in

the 6 - y potential energy surface, the EO transitions imply yet a 

187
third shape in Au.

Positive Parity Bands

The first attempt to describe the positive parity states of the
co \

odd-mass gold isotopes was made by Hecht and Satchler ' as described 

in Chapter II. This model has been extended by Larsson et alJ^ and 

applied to Au by Vieu et al. ’ This extended model correctly

predicts the three major positive parity bands which are systematically 

seen throughout the odd-mass gold isotopes (see Figs. 5-5). It is also 

successful in predicting electromagnetic properties of the transitions 

between these levels.

193-199In the positive parity bands of Au, both the experimental

and theoretical spectra of the extended model display interband

59)
transitions which are nearly as strong as intraband transitions These

interband transitions are due to mixing of the (rotational) K quantum

number of the levels. Such transitions cannot be taken into account

in the Meyer ter Vehn calculations since each band is characterized by

a well-defined value of the quantum number j and the calculations do 

187not include j-mixing. In Au, however, the experimental spectrum 

(Fig. 5-5) shows few interband transitions with intensities comparable 

to those of intraband transitions. This suggests that the positive 

parity bands might also be approximated by pure-j levels and the Meyer 

ter Vehn prescription applied to them. Calculations were performed for
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these bands, again using standard parameters, and are shown in Fig. 5-5

compared with the experimental results. The d 2 and d^2 bands are 

1 ftft
interpreted as holes coupled to the Hg core and the s^2 band 

186interpreted as a particle coupled to the Pt core.

It should be pointed out that the single-particle labels "d.^,,," 

"d5/2’" or "sl/2" are or|ly "Moes for tlle bar>ds and do not imply that 

t or j are good quantum numbers. In fact, recent (^He,d) studies^1)

have shown that the single-particle strength is not contained in any 

195one level in Au. For example, there is a 1/2+ state at 841 keV in 

195Au which contains more of the s^2 strength than the 1/2+ state at 

61.3 keV. These labels, however, are retained for convenience.

Although the dg^2 and s-^ bands are not well developed in the 

experimental level scheme, several features of these bands should be 

noted in comparison with predictions of Meyer ter Vehn calculations. 

First, the theoretical dg^2 band is decoupled with the 9/2+ energy 

level below the 7/2+ energy level. This could be a clue to finding 

the 7/2+ member of this band, although there are no candidates for 

it in the present work. Secondly, the theoretical s^2 band displays 

the weak coupling limit. If this coupling scheme is correct, there 

should be a 5/2+ level nearly degenerate with the 3/2+ level at 203 keV. 

In Table 4-2(a), it can be seen that there is an unassigned component 

of the 205 keV line which may de-excite the 5/2+ member of this band. 

Finally, in the dg/2 band, the Meyer ter Vehn recipe successfully 

reproduces the level order but fails in the usual manner in describing 

the high-spin members. The theoretical transition probabilities are
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not compared with experiment for these bands since there is some 

mixing evident between the bands.

"Extra" States

In this section we discuss those levels which cannot be identified

as members of any of the bands discussed above. A few of these states

belong to the i-jg^ band w^ich should also be adequately described by

a Meyer ter Vehn calculation. The i^/2 sbate is another intruder

state which crosses the Z = 82 closed proton shell and decreases in

energy with respect to the ground state as the nuclei become more 

187neutron deficient (see Fig. 5-7). In Au the i-jg/g bandhead is

1122 keV above the ground state. The Meyer ter Vehn version of the

asymmetric rotor model pictures this band as a proton particle coupled 

1
to Pt, so transitions from its bandhead to hg/2 band members proceed

unhindered and are observed in the present work. In coincidence with

these transitions are four other transitions defining levels which 

+ 1 Rfi
could be members of the i^3/2 band. The °2 state in pt might also 

be coupled to the ■>13/2 Proton’ but there are no states which are 

candidates at present for this structure.

In addition to the transitions between the i^^ bandlead and

hg/2 states, there is a 501 keV transition from the i^3/2 bandhead to

a level at 620 keV. This level then decays via a 499 keV Ml transition

to the hg/g bandhead. Since the 501 keV transition is assigned an El

multipolarity, the level at 620 keV is established as an 11/2- level.

This level has no analog in the systematics and is interpreted in the

present work as the strongly coupled odd proton 11/2- [505] Nilsson 

+ 188 ■ +
state due to a hole coupled to the 02 state of Hg. This 0? State



Figure 5-7. Systematics of the s./2, d3/2, d5/2> hg/2, hn/2 and 
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has been studied in previous UNISOR work70) and interpreted as a well-

deformed prolate shape with =, 0.27 and , = 0°. The 499 keV

transition depopulating this level is in coincidence with several other

ganma rays besides the 501 keV transition. These other levels thus

defined may be members of a deformed rotational band built on the

11/2- [505] state. A time-to-amplitude-converter (TAC) spectrum of

the 499 keV transition in the present work does not display any delayed

character which would be expected for a hole-to-particle transition

and a shape change. The Weisskopf estimate of the lifetime of a 499 
4keV Ml transition with a hindrance factor of 10 is T-j/? ' ns- 

Thus better time resolution than that achieved in the present work 

is needed to establish or refute the identification of this level

as a Nilsson state.

Besides this 11/2- level and its associated levels, there are

several "extra" levels in the positive parity bands which may also 
+ 188result from coupling Nilsson states to the 02 in Hg. The other

proton Nilsson states available for strong coupling as a hole are the 

1/2+ [400], 3/2+ [402], and 7/2+ [404] states (see Fig. 2-3). The 

1/2- [541] and 1/2+ [660] Nilsson states appear only as particle states 

in this region, and are thus not available for coupling to the ^®®Hg 

core as holes. The spins and parities of these extra states are not 

known at present, but they are tentatively identified as Nilsson states. 

Again, the transitions defining these levels may exhibit a delayed 

character due to the shape change, if they are Nilsson states, but 

the TAC resolution of the present work does not exhibit delayed character.
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Also, if these extra levels are Nilsson states, they should form 

rotational bands as noted below. There are also extra states observed 

in the h^^ band at 881 keV and 924 keV.

Conclusion and Future Work

The results of the present work indicate that four shapes can be

187 26 72)associated with Au. The two previously known shapes ’ ' are the

186weakly deformed prolate shape associated with the ground band of Pt

and the weakly deformed oblate shape associated with tne ground band of

188
Hg. The present work indicates the existence of a third shape,

possibly due to a new degree of freedom, which is associated with the 

t 186excited 0 state in Pt. If no new degree of freedom is considered,

this shape seems to be another weakly deformed prolate shape with

deformation parameters 6 and y very similar to those of the ground
I Rfi

state in Pt. If an additional degree of freedom is issumed, the

deformation parameters may be different from those predicted by 

18?systematics, but would still imply a third shape in Au. The Nilsson
+ 1OQ

states coupled to the excited 0 state in Hg would then account 

for a fourth shape, a deformed prolate shape.

In order to establish the two additional shapes more firmly, 

additional measurements are needed: In particular, better internal 

conversion electron data are needed, in order to assist in the 

assignment of spins and parities of the extra states. The transi

tions depopulating these levels are relatively weak, so any transition 

feeding them would be even weaker. If there are rotational bands 

built on these states, and the states are deformed, there would be aiany
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Ml + E2 transitions between band members. Since low-energy Ml

transitions ’.re strongly internally converted, and since the intensities

of the transitions to be searched for are weak, the conversion electron

data mignt be the best way to identify rotational bands built on the

deformed Nilsson states. Further conversion electron measurements

could also establish spins of the states tentatively identified as

members of the second hg/2 band. In particular, the 11/2-, second

13/2-, 15/2-, and 17/2- members of the second hg/2 band should decay

via EO transitions to their analog states in the first hg^2 band. Better

time resolution could establish the isomeric nature of the extra states

identified as Nilsson states. A delay in the transitions from these

states is expected, since there is a shape transition involved.

Finally, a measurement of the lifetime of the 101 keV E3 transition

depopulating the hg^ bandhead is needed. If its lifetime is a few 

187seconds, it can be measured by directly producing Au and multiscaling 

the sources collected. If the lifetime is in the millisecond range, 

the multiple time analysis system7?^ can be used. Some of these 

suggested experiments have already been started at UNISOR.
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